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Abstract 

Poverty is highly affecting the life ' s of the population of Less Developed Countries (LDCs) in 

general and that of rural women in particular. High vulnerab ili ty, lack of education and medical 

services, less participation in different decision-making activities are some of the major prob lems 

the rura l women faced. They are •. Iso economicall y, socially, cul tura ll y and politically 

marginalized. To overcome these and other related socio-economic problems, Micro finance 

Institutions (MFls) targeted the poor in general and the rural women in particular. 

This study is aimed to examme the impact of Oromia Credit and savll1g Share Company 

(OCSSCo) services on the life of women clients in rural areas of Oromia region. It is assumed 

that, the impact of the intervention of MFis could be observed at household, individual , 

enterprise and community levels. The rationale for using household, indi vidual, enterprise and 

community as units of impact assessment is that, any institutional services that are aimed to 

provide financial services for the sake of poverty all eviation, its end effect is measured by the 

changes appeared on the lives of its cli ents. These clients are part of the household and the 

society in which they live. Therefore, household situations affect the activities of individual s. On 

the other hand, the impact of Micro finance (MF) intervention can be observed by the 

composi tion of the household, and due to one of their economic activi ti es. 

The study used a case Shldy method taking Adea Liban Worked as a sample. It included all 

women cli ents who stayed in the program for one to five years. It also covered 8 rural kebeles of 

40 centers. The number of participants is 220 women clients, 24 informant groups and 7 

OCSSCo members. Almost, all women client respondents are similar in their characteristics. 

Out of the total 220 client respondents, 11 6 of them were interviewed; where as 104 of them were 

participated in fc eus group discussions IFGDs). The informant groups were participated in FGDs. 

Besides, 7 OCSSCo staff members were interviewed. For all respondents structured 

questionnaires (open-ended and closed-ended) were used as an instrument. Observati on of cli ents 

living situations was used in order to crosscheck the opinions given by the clients. During the 
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discussion process, women clients living situation before and after their participation in the 

program were raised and responded by women clients and infolmant groups. 

Respondents were selected using purposive sampling techniques. In some centers, the number of 

women clients were less than the minimum standard required to conduct FGDs. Due to this 

reason, two and more centers were combined together and conducted FGDs. Hence, there were a 

total of 10 FGDs taken place. 

The result of the intervention of OCSSCo through financial services shows positive outcomes on 

the lives of women clients and their households. The provided loan also improved women socio

economic and personal empowennents. The consumption of clients and their households is 

smoothed, and their living standards ore slightly improved in terms of living house, medical 

services, and sanitation, and they send their children to school better than before. Their self

Image, self-confidence, decision-making capabilities and saving culture show slight 

improvements. 

Some interventions such as skill training, improving loan size (selling), saving culture and close 

supervisions are very important in order to ensure the benefits of the targeted groups. 



1.1. Background 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Every day people practice different li ving situations under different circumstances. Some live in 

comfortable houses with many rooms, they have more than enough to eat, are well clothed and 

healthy, and have a reasonable degree of financial security. Others that constitute more than 

three-fourths of the world's population are much less fortune. They have little or no shelter and an 

inadequate food supply, poor health condition, illiterate, they often unemployed, and their 

prospects for better life are uncertain for at best (M. Todaro and Smith, 2004:3). 

Poverty is deep-rooted in Less Deve loped Countries (LDCs) and became the world's agenda that 

needs the cooperation of all people. Th, magnitude and extent of povel1y in any country depends 

on two factors: the average level of national income and the degree of inequality in its 

distribution (M. Todaro and Smith, 2004:4). Many people in LDCs are deprived due to lack of 

malnutrition, disease and ill health rather than income, and these are more a matter of poverty 

than food production even though the factors are intenelated (Todaro and Smith, 2004, and 

Tasew and Walter, 2004). 

Evidences from the World Bank reveal that the extent of povelty in LDCs is severe and deep

rooted. About 766 million people in poor countries are without access to health services, almost 

one billion people do not have access to safe drinking water, 2.4 billion people live without 

sanitation facilities, and 158 million chi ldren under age five are malnourished (World Bank, 

2001). The association between poverty and poor health condition is bi-d irectional: poor health 

leads to poverty and poverty leads to poor hea lth condition (Daniel and Tiruwork cited in Tasew 

and Walter, 2004). LDCs also suffered from poor health fac ilities, lack of financial resources, 

shortage of food, clear water and good sanitation that lead to poor situations which in tum 

resulted in ill health, and thi s agai n conspires of keep them poor (vicious cyc le of poverty) 

(Daniel, 2004: 105). 



The other important instrument that plays a great role in enhancing development and eradicating 

poverty is education. Aseffa (2004: 67) mentions that education is one of the most important 

instruments societies have for reducing deprivation and vulnerability. It helps to lift earnings 

potentials, expands labor mobility, promotes the health of parents and children, reduces fertility 

and child mortality, and affords the disadvantaged voice in society and political system (Aseffa, 

2004:68). In LDCs, 325 million children have dropped out from primary and secondary schools 

and an estimated of 854 million are illiterate adults of which 60 percent are women (M.Todaro 

and Smith, 2004: 57). Due to their poverty situations, most of the poor in LDCs have no access to 

credit, unable to finance their children's education (M.Todaro and Smith, 2004:58). 

Girls schooling has a vital impact overall framework of human development, and this can be 

manifested in empowering women, give them more choices, more control over their life and 

more controls over exercising the full entitlement of democratic citizenship (Aseffa , 2004: 68). 

Aseffa (2004) further discusses that education enhances women's income generating capacity 

and will empower and enables them to claim their rights and that of their children. 

Education also helps to improve productivity of farmers and the production of non-farming 

activities. People can acquire skills, knowledge, and develop their intellectual capacities that 

enable them to understand and use wi;ely their environment. For instance, Aseffa (2004: 70) 

presents that the level of education attained by a person has a direct impact on pOVeI1y and hence, 

the provision of relevant education significantly contributes to any poverty reduction exercises , 

because they can easily adopt new technologies and get higher return on their land. For instance, 

farmers who have completed four years of education produce 8 per cent more than others 

(Jamison and Lav, 1982; Colclough and Lewin, 1993). Therefore, it can be estimated that 

education and poverty have a direct relationship. 

Poverty is determined by different factors. Some of these determinant factors usually include: the 

level of education of the households, their size and composition, their sex and age, regions 

(residences) of the households. Wolday (2003:9) presents the relationship between the 

households and their age that the probability of falling into poverty increases with the age of the 

household's head. Besides, households with larger family size and higher dependency rates and 
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households headed by females are associated with a higher incidence of poverty (Mekonnen et al 

cited in Wolday, 2003: 1 0). 

Lack of marginal land holding opportunities, degraded natural resources and livestock resources, ' 

dependency up on rain-fed agriculture, low level of capital formation, weak local institutions, 

poor access to essential services and decline of long term entitlements associated with worsening 

terms of trade are the major causes of food insecurity and vulnerability in rural areas (Middle 

Brook et ai, 2001 cited in Wolday, 2003). 

~ 
It is conventionally accepted that, the intended economic growth can be effective if the proper 

actors play their respective roles . In this regard, different authors (Elias, 2003 ; Fitsum, 2002; 

Helmisng, 2001 , and Yo hannes, 2002) show that economic growth cannot be achieved unless 

multi-actors such as government, None Government Organizations (NGOs), Community Based 

Organizations (CBOs) and Private Sectors jointly act toward the intended development goals. 

Micro finance Institutions (MFIs) are one of the major policy instruments that highl y play ...... 

significant roles in poverty reduction activities particularly in enabling poor people to generate 

their income. The Ethiopian economy is significantly featured as predominance of subsistence 

agriculture and low productivity, which is principally lack of adequate policy and capital. 

Therefore, the demand for credit by the poor people in Ethiopia is enormous; access to 

institutional credit is limited (Wolday, 2000). 

Evidences (for instances, Tiruwork in Tasew and Walter (2004: 179-203) and Addis (2000)) 

show that women of developing countries have triple roles such as engagements in all economic 

production activities particularly in activities that support agricultural products bearing and 

rearing children. " ... about 35 - 40 per cent of the land in Ethiopia is mainly managed by women 

farmers. Moreover the wives in the male-headed households do participate in evelyagricultural 

activity " (Addis, 2000). 

Besides, Tiruwork in Tasew and Walter (2004: 179-203) analyzed the result of the world survey 

conducted on the role of women in development by the United Nations Agencies (1 975-80) and 
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concluded that, women perform 67 percent of the world's working hours, earn 10 percent of the 

world's income, and own less than I per cent of the world's property as a result of their difficulty 

to obtain loans. This indicates how much the women exhaust themselves on productive works 

and earn or own fewer amounts of their efforts 

1.2. Statement of the Problem 

Oromia women are highly affected by low leve l and harsh conditions of rural life. As different 

documents for instance, the annual report of Oromia Regional Bureau of Finance and Economic 

Development (ORB FED) indicates, lack of income generating acti vities, less opportunity to 

education, lack of insuffic ient health services, lack of control over resources, less participation in 

political and socio-economic decision-making activities are some of the major problems that the 

Oromia women face (ORB FED, 2003:25). 

The level of dependence of the rural households on agricu lture as their main source of income 

and their relianc~ on seasonal rain have the association with high level of vulnerability to external 

shocks. It is practically seen in some countries that participatory development activities and 

micro finance interventions have been shown a signi ficant results in poverty alleviation activities. 

Many MFls and NGOs operate in Oromia region for the goals of poverty eradication. Oromia 

Credit and Saving Share Company (OCSSCo) is one of the MFls that have the most outreach in 

rural areas of the region. However, the impact of MF industry in Oromia has not been well 

researched in detail. The result of the existing studies show that, some of the impact assessments 

done focus on the performance and operational activities of the financial institutions. 

Policy makers,' practitioners, donors and academicians should make more efforts to deternline 

who is being rea~hed by MFls and the way the services are affecting the lives of the targeted 

groups. If not, it is difficult to justify MF services as an insh·ument of poverty reduction . Impact 

assessment in this sense is nothing but identifyi ng whether the intended intervention has had the 

desired outcome or not. 
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Therefore, this impact assessment deals in detail using individual and households as basic units 

of measurements. The document of OCSSCo shows that most of the clients do not engage in 

petty trade because 99 per cent of the services are focused on rural areas (where agricultural 

activities are dominated). 

Thus, OCSSCo is one of the largest and the most micro finance institutions in terms of outreach, 

and number of clients in the region that prov ides loan for poor in general and for rural poor 

women in particular to make them the beneficiaries of the services since 1996. However, the 

impact of these micro finance services on the lives of women in the region is not assessed 

sufficiently. 

For instance, a study conducted by Tsehay and Mengistu on different MFls including OCSSCo 

considered those clients who stayed in the program only for 1 and 2 years, and borrowed a 

maximum of twice. Due to short time of the involvement and small loan size, the data cannot be 

sufficient to indicate impact of the MF intervention. Another study done by Gebeyehu on 

OCSSCo activities focused only on its financial sustainability and its self-sufficiency. This again 

cannot show the impact of OCSSCo services on its clients. Therefore, this study attempts to asses 

the impacts of the loan provided by OCSSCo on the lives of poor women and their households 

taking Adea brar.r.h as a case. 

1.3. Research Objectives 

The overall objective of the study is assessing the impact of micro finance (OCSSCo) serv ices on 

the lives of rural women by taking Adea branch as a case. It intended to achieve the following 

specific objectives: 

I . To examine the changes occurred on the income level of the households and 

women clients of rural areas due to the intervention of OCSSCo. 

2. To investigate the impact of micro finance services on the decision-making 

capacity of rural women clients at household and community levels. 

3. To examine whether the micro fi nance service provided by OCSSCo improved 

the health services, children education eruollments, and sanitation status of rural 

women clients or not. 
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4. To examine the impact of MFs on clients self-outlook, self-confidences and their 

conSCIOusness. 

5. To examine the implication the micro finance service provisions have on poverty 

alleviation activities in Oromia region and recommend possible suggestions for 

future improvements. 

The exiting theory suggests that, properly channeled MF service intervention has the capacity to 

increase the participation of women clients in different soc io-economic activities which in turn 

leads to improved income, empowerment, and livelihood of the clients and their households 

particularly, women in respect to time of involvements, other non-financial services and loan 

sizes. 

Empirically it is observed that, those women clients participated in MF services are more likely 

to increase their income level than non-participants. Similarly, women clients participated in MF 

services are more likely to empower than clients participated for less than a year. By the same 

spoken, women clients participated in the MF for more than two years are more likely to improve 

their and their household's livelihood than non-participants. 

1.4. Research Questions 

Based on the theoretical bases and empirica l generalization drawn above, this study attempts to 

answer the following four basic questions. 

I . What is ti e status of women cli~nt's income in Adea Liban Worked rural areas? 

2. What is the decision-making status of women clients in Adea Liban rural areas due to the 

intervention of OCSSCo? 

3. Did the livelihood of women clients in Adea branch rural areas show improvements in 

terms of children educational enrollments, health services, sanitation status and li ving 

house due to the intervention of OCSSCo? 

4. Is there any change on women client's self-outlook due to their participation in OCSSCo 

services? 
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1.5. Scope and Significance of the Study 

Tesfay (2003) shows that micro finance performance is measured using tlu'ee methods: Outreach, 

Sustainability, aId Impact. However, this study focuses on the impact of micro finance on the 

welfare of women and their households taking Adea branch as a sample. Beyond its academic 

benefits, the result of this study would help OCSSCo to take appropriate actions on its 

weaknesses and exploit properly its strengths to achieve its intended objectives. It may also serve 

other profess ional researchers as input for further micro finance impact assessments. 

1.6. Limitation of the Study 

Since the data co llection time was taken place after the third national election, there was some 

political instability in the area that influenced the researcher and other enumerators' to get some 

of the selected respondents. 

The other limitation of the study is its scope, that is, due to time and financial constraints it cou ld 

not cover all Oromia zones in which OCSSCo provides its services. Lack of clients recorded 

assets prior they being a member of OCSSCo was another major constraint. Due to the above

mentioned major problems, the findings of the study may not be sufficient to represent the entire 

of Oromia. However, it can confidentially represent the area and highly contribute as a source for 

further impact assessments. 

1. 7. Organization of the thesis 

Including the first chapter already has discussed, this study consists of six chapters. Review of 

literature is included under chapter Two. Chapter Three and Four comprise the micro finance 

services in EthilJ)ia, and the study arPa, respectively. The Fifth chapter consists of empirical 

study. Conclusion and reconU11endations are presented under chapter Six. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERA TURE REVIEW 

2.1. History of Micro finance 

Micro finance evolved in the 1980s as a development approach that intends to benefit the 

(active) poor largely as response to the failure of targeted subsidized cheap credit programs. In 

the subsidized credit provision method the targeted groups were not benefited (Wolday, 2001). 

Therefore, the new approach considers micro finance as an integral part of the financial system, 

emphasizes sustainable institutions operating on market principles to serve the poor (as opposed 

to subsidized loans to target populations), and recognizes the importance of both credit and 

savings services (Ledger wood, 1999). On the other hand, a pilot project lead by professor Y unus 

in the late 1970s had demonstrated that the poor can be bankable and that high loan cover rate 

can be achieved under non-collateral lending, leading to the Establislunent of the Grameen Bank 

(P.Yunus cited in Wolday, 2001). 

Governments, donors, NGOs, etc. found the new approach to finance , MFls appealing. This led 

to efforts to establish Grameen-Bank Institution, resulting in the proliferation of the MFIs 

(Wolday, 2001) . Generally, MFIs focus on the active poor, give emphasis to women, provide 

group-based len;ing, and use compulsory savings, joint liability and social sanctions. As 

Wolday, 2001 shows, Pilot Credit Scheme, initiated in 1990 under the Market Development 

project was implemented in 1994. 

While in Ethiopia, many NGOs had credit schemes for years; NGO programs that emphas ize 

both credit and savings began in the early 1990s (Wolday, 2001). For example, Credit Scheme of 

Tigray (now Dedebit Credit and Savings Institution, DECSI) was launched in 1993; Sidama 

Saving and Credit scheme (now Sidama Micro finance Institution) was established in 1994; 

Oromia Credit and Saving Scheme (now Oromia Credit and Saving Share Company.) 

Established in 1996. Cun'ently, there are 24 MFIs registered and operating in accordance with 

Proclamation NQ. 4011 996(Wolday, 2005). 
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2.2. Micro finance and Development 

The great challenge that the policy makers and leaders of LDCs face is how to eradicate poverty 

and ensure food security. Among the possibilities of poverty alleviation strategies, micro finance 

service is globally accepted and used as a tool to reduce or alleviate poverty and ensures food 

sufficiency and food security. The term micro finance can be expressed in terms of small-scale 

financial services primarily, credit, insurance, skill training, family planning, savings and other 

services provided to people who operate small enterpri se etc. to other individuals or groups at 

local level of developing countries of both rural and urban areas (Robinson, 2001). 

Financial services are the major policy instruments that significantly help the poor people to 

alleviate poverty. Gebeyehu (2002: 187-217) and Lidgerwood (1999) show that MFls are integral 

part of financial system in which community are mobilized to engage in productive activities so 

as to generate il~comes, create employment opportunities, stimulate the economy of a well 

defined area and thereby improve their livelihood situations. Thus, MFIs services include both 

financial and social intermediation. Currently, the number of MFls globally established to be 

over, 000 and about 400-600 million dollar funds are provided for these institutions per year (The 

economist, 1999 cited in Park and Ran, 2000). Currently the number can exceed the mentioned 

ones. 

The socio-economic situations of developed and developing countries show that there is a great 

disparity in li ving standards among the people of these countries. Women and children of LDCs 

are highly affected by these disparities. Data obtained from different documents show that about 

one billion people in the world today live in households with per capita income of less than one 

dollar per day (Morduch, 1998; Popoola, 1999; Dawson and Jeans, 1997). About 17 per cent of 

the absolute poor live in Sub-Saharan Africa (Morduch, 1998; Popoola, 1999; Dawson and Jeans, 

1997). Thus, poverty alleviation is a critical concern for LDCs for the last two decades. However, 

the struggle of poverty alleviation still could not be achieved by the goverrunent assistance and 

aid alone. 

Poverty is a chronic challenge and obstacle of developments in LDCs. In rural areas, poor women 

are the one that highly affected by lack of malnutrition, hea lth services, education, and financ ial 
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opportunities and exposed to different hannful cultural practices. Therefore, rural development 

involves the transformation of economic, social and cultural conditions of the rural population 

that enables them to participate effectively in the whole development activities (Gebrehiwot, 

1989). 

A new breaking tlu'ough came in to existence when effort to fight poverty was started to enable 

poor people to create their own jobs and generate revenue through provision of finance. MF 

services are recognized as a means tlu'ough which poverty and exclusion could be alleviated more 

effectively (Wolday, 2003, and Yaron, 1997). 

Ranchman (1998), Webster and Fidler (1996), and Khandker (1998) mentioned that many LDCs 

alleviated poverty and ensured equity and economic growth through targeting MF programs. MF 

products that targeted the poor can play an important role to promote an equitab le income 

distribution, make services accessible to the poor, activate competition and enhance productivity 

and technical change (Ranchman, 1998). That is, properly channeled and implemented MF 

services have a positive effect on the poor in improving their life situations and enhancing the 

whole development process. 

MF services have the capability to enhance and stimulate development. Effective credit 

provision motivates the poor to participate in the process of development. The following idea is 

more strengthening this assumption: 

" .. . since J 960s smallJanners and the rural poor have increasingly become the 

chieJ targets oj credit interventions. There are many reasons Jor such emerging 

ideas about the efficiency oj small Jarmers, their output potential with new 

technology, and their lack oj cash at critical periods, lack oj collateralJor loans, 

and the exploitation or monopolistic behavior oj moneylenders. Moreover, since 

the early J 970s a strong equity dimension has emerged in the aims oj credit 

scheme and smallJarm projects" (Ellis1992 cited ill TesJay, 2003). 
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Tesfay (2003) discusses that properly chalmeled MF schemes provide the poor households with 

an opportunity to increase income, employment 0pp0l1unity, smooth consumption, ensure 

resources ownership such as livestock, get self-employment in the informal sector, improve 

nutrition and health conditions, improve the potential for educating children, and use new 

technologies and inputs of agriculture. 

Micro-credit smnmit of 1997 delegate sets the ambitious goal of reaching 100 million of the 

world's poorest families , especially the women of these families with credit for self-employment 

and other business activities by the year 2005 (Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002: 33). Basically, the 

micro credit c3mpaign has the following themes: reaching the poorest, reaching and empowering 

the women, building financially sustainable and self-sufficient, ensuring positive and measurable 

impact on the lives of clients under their families . 

2.3. Women and Development 

In LDCs, particularly in the rural areas, women playa detelminant socio-economic roles including 

family management. However, they benefit less from their income, and invest more for their 

household' s consumption such as food supply, health, children's education, clothing the family 

etc. The significant role of women played in the household is stated as: 

" With economic erosion of men's earning capacity as a result of decreased 

size of land holdings, population pressures and economic down turns, there is 

an increased dependency on the economic activities of rural women" (Fong 

and pretty, 1991). 

Therefore, if women properly supported by some income generating activities, they would 

improve the level of the life of their households. Women's economic roles in general and that of 

the rural poor in particular are under reported, unacknowledged and undervalued due to some 

socio-cultural barriers and the less social position they have in the soc iety. Recognizing women's 

effort, ensuring their participation in development project planning, improving their resource 

utili zation and controlling are considered as basic elements for ensuring women development. 
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2.4. Women and Poverty 

Poverty can be thought in terms of people's asset (human capital , natural , physical , financial and 

information) , ~he returns of these assets and the volatility of returns or income to understand the 
..

determinants of poverty in all its dimensions (Wolday, 2003:7). Households and substantial 

human capital and relatively those who have better access to roads and town have both lower 

poverty levels and more likely to move to get better off over time (Dercon and krishan, 1998). 

These authors further discuss that those households with better physical endowments in telms of 

land and oxen had lower poverty levels and saw larger poverty declines. Therefore, if financial 

services are provided for the poor, it can increase their access to asset ownership, income, and 

enables the poor to come out of poverty and live better life than those who do not get sllch 

opportunities. 

Women participated in all economic and social activities but extremely discriminated in using the 

results of their etfort. In rural areas, they engage in agricultural works more than their CO llnter 

part males. However, they do not have the right to own the land and this hinders their access to 

credit faciliti es because of the importance of land as collateral. Most rural women in general and 

the poor ones in particular face great problems in perfonning most domestic labor intensive and 

time consuming activities such as grinding grain, food processing, water and fuel wood collecting 

etc. (Tasew, 2004: 12). 

2.5. Saving Mobilizations and Micro finance 

Saving is one of the components of MFIs services that are provided for borrowers and non

bon·ower people. Some evidences, for instance, Getahun (2002:29-30) expressed by referring the 

study of Bass lnd Henderson (2000) that savings mobilizations for the poor people are 

minimizing ri sk and maximizing safety and benefits, creating emergency fund which will be used 

to smooth difficult periods, and giving ready access to cash. 

"Most people want to save most of the time, while they do not want to borrow all 

the lime. MallY people may not want to borrow at all because they feel that saving 

before undertaking major expenditure is less risky or for /Iloral or religious 

reasons" (Hartmut, S1997: 24). 
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Savings can be categorized according to their purpose and type. Zaid Negash and SL 

Narayana (2001) and Wolday (2003) identify the types of savings mobili zations as 

follows: center savings, compulsory group savings, individual vo luntary savings and 

institutional voluntary savings. Gurgand, Pederson and Varon and Others (1996) argue 

that both voluntary and mandatory savings play a significant role in rural financial 

institutions in gr,:nting access to credit. The regular repayments on loans required by large 

non-governmental MFls in Bangladesh provide that the poor people can save in cash 

(Rutherford, 1995). 

Savings mobilizations have important benefits for the clients and the MFls. Some of the 

advantages of savings mobilizations are: help clients to smooth consumption patterns, enable 

clients to build reputations and collateral with rural institutions, enhance client's perception of 

"owing" a rural financial institution and potentially increasing their commitment to repayment 

loans (Yaron, 1997:1 14). 

Socio-economic and cultural circumstances of the target clients determine the saving conditions. 

Study conducted in Bangladesh of t:.e Grameen Bank shows that the promotion of rural 

initiatives and development enterprises and numerous cooperatives require mandatory savings by 

client members who want to gain access to loans (Yaron, 1997:116). 

2.6. Methods of Credit Provision 

Different methodologies (approaches) were employed to provide credit for the poor: Traditional 

(subsidized) credit provision approach and new (market-oriented) credit provision approach. 

Varon (1997:20-28) discussed that making credit available to the poor was considered as an 

essential instrument to alleviate poverty during the 1950s and 1960s. World Bank (i 975) al so 

shows that the credits that were provided for the rural poor by governments, donors and 

multilateral agencies through financial institutions were at subsidized interest rates. 

Tsehay and Mengistu (2002) , and 10honson (1997:5) indicate that the subsid ized cred it method 

employed could not succeed for the last three decades (1950s to 1980s). To improve the 
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effectiveness of MF services, new methodologies such as group lending that use soc ial collateral 

as a security has established and benefited the micro finance institutions and their poor c li ents 

(win-win so lution). 

The new perspectives (market oriented) approach mainly has two goals: expanding rural 

incomes, and reducing rural poverty. Efficient and complete markets playa significant role in 

ensuring and expanding rural incomes. Market is complete and efficient when it is not possib le to 

make some one better off without making some one else worse off (Bes lay, 1994). This 

methodology uses group-lending method to provide credit to the poor and minimizes repayment 

risks. 

Getaneh in Gebrehiwot (2002: 193) shows that group-lending methodology uses to screen out the 

borrowers with no collateral, limited literacy, weak technical knowledge and narrow prior money 

management experience. Other Scholar discussed by referring the experi ence of Grameen Bank 

that: 

women who really disorganized, and who cannot mange their households, 

those who are considered foolish, women who are "Belltgerent" and cannot get 

along with others, womell with many small children, with husbands who are "lazy" 

and gamble and waste money or "bad" are generally considered as "high risk ". If 
high-risk poor women to loan are provided with membership they dropout and 

would have negative influence on others" (Hashemi, 1997: 115). 

Group lending mechanisms are used in the communities that have strong cohesiveness, where 

group members get information about each other easily, and where individuals do not have 

collateral. Tlus method of lending has different advantages: larger clients are served by fixed 

investment (economic of scale), multiple services can be provided tlu'ough group (economic of 

scope) , less information aSYlTlllletry through group knowledge of potential borrower and savers, 

reduce moral hazard risks tlu'ough group monitoring and peer pressure, and improves loan 

co llection (Yaron, 1997). 
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Asset ownership is the major factor to be selected in the group. Those individuals who have no 

land or, at least have an ox were rejected from the program (Yaron, 1997:50). In addi tion, there 

are other factors that can contribute for the exclusion of the poor from the services. Among these 

facto rs, organizational structures, functional procedures, policy formu lation , role of field staff, 

socio-economic status of the poor (technical ski ll problems, weak asset base etc.), insufficient 

infrastructure facilities, and other socio-economic factors (state of mentality, relation with others) 

etc . are the major ones (ltana in Gebrehiwot, 2002:6-8). 

The advantage of group based credit system is that it solves the problems of screening, enhance 

incentive and enforcement by incorporating joint liability, reduces the cost and risks of making 

loans to the poor, uses social co llateral to promote saving and ensures sustainability (Jain, 1996, 

Otero; and Rhyme, 1994, and Hulme and Mosley, 1996). Beslay and Coate ( 1995) also discuss 

that group lending is an important instrument for repayment, creating social collateral that works 

against loan default. 

Social collateral improves regularly repayments, and sustainability of micro finance service 

programs. As Jain ( 1996) indicates, the Grameen Bank high debt rate was recovered due to 

regularly compulsory attendance for debt repayment and collection of savings. Regularly meeting 

reinforces a culture of discipline, routine payment, and staff accountability. 

Group lending methodology excludes others due to local knowledge about others' asset; 

capabi lities and character traits are used to sort out and self-selected (Ana Mar, 1993:3). This 

increases the likelihood that the poorer and more vulnerable groups to be exc luded, since a 

partially fOlmed peer groups looking for a reliable members with whom to share risk is more 

li kely reject canclidates they consider most risk, namely the very poor (Yaron, 1997). 

2.7. Micro finance and its Impacts on women empowerments 

Empowerment is primarily related to women who comprise large number of clients in many 

MFls. Currently, over 23% of OCSSCo clients are women, struggling to sustain their famil y's 

livelihood. MF can be considered as an instrument that enables the poor to work to get out of 

poverty particularly by supporting their economic participation. A basic premise is that economic 
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participation is a foundation for other dimensions of empowernlenl. Its impacts can be observed 

through its ability to bring some changes on its clients. MF can ply its role in terms of 

empowering individuals with respect to increasing control over resources, increasing sav ings, 

self-esteem, orientation towards the future, etc. in the region much to be desired. 

Household income alone fails to describe the activity of women's relative deprivation. Because a 

higher proportion of female-headed households are situated in the poorest areas, which have little 

or no access to government-sponsored services such as piped water, sanitation and health care; 

their members are more likely to fall ill and less likely to receive medical attention (Mayoux, 

2005: I 0). 

Mayoux (2005: 12) and Tesfay (2003:23) discuss that as empOWe1111ent as a development strategy 

approach for women empowerment involves two levels: Intrinsic and extrinsic. As the name 

implies, intrinsic level empowerment involves changes from within, such as self-confidence, 

consciousness, and motivation. On the contrary, extrinsic level empowerment involves the 

gaining of greater access to and resource control (Tesfay, 2003:23-24). This approach recogni zes 

women's triple roles (as wife, mother, as well as business women) and finds the way to meet 

strategic gender needs through bottom-up participation on resources and development issues that 

concern the life o[ women. 

Rural women in particular gear credit and savmg programs towards the promotion off-farm 

activities. This program is assumed that rural women are conversant with non-farm income 

generating activities have sufficient. Mayoux (2005) further discusses that there are four basic 

views on the link between micro finance and women's empowerments: 

1. there are those who stress the positive evidence and are essentially optimistic 

about the possibility of sustainable MF programs world wide empowering 

women; 

2. another school of thought recogni zes the limitations to empowerment but explains 

those with poor program deign; 

3. others recogni ze the limitations of MF for promoting empowerment, but see it as 

ingredient as important in themselves within strategy to alleviate poverty: 

empowernlent in this view needs to be addressed by other means; 
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4. th~re are those who see MF program as a waste of resource. 

Micro finance program has a power to empower women through increasing their economic rol e 

in their households. In this regard, Sinha (1998) and Mayoux (1995) discuss that MF program 

helps the poor women to establish their identity outside of their family and giving them 

experience, strengthens their economic role, and encourages them to contribute to family income. 

Theoretically, it is accepted that properly channeled micro finance services have a positi ve 

relationship with the empowerment of disadvantaged groups of a society. Similarly, MF servi ces 

have positive impact on other aspects such as increased participation in income generating 

activities and create awareness about their economic and social problems (Tesfay, 2003). 

Women income has a positive relation,hip with their empowennent. As the study conducted in 

Nepal shows, women's involvement in economic spheres outside of the household has an 

influence in household resource allocation and expenditure decisions (Nelly et ai, 1996: 19). 

Berhanu in Gebrehiwot (2002) also shows that women's empowelment, their self-esteem, their 

self-confidence, and their status within the households are closely related to increase in thei r 

income or their business ownership. Micro finance service has great potential in improving 

women's well being by improving their bargaining position within the households (Tesfay, 

2003). 

Participation in micro finance program enables women to decide to send their children to schoo l. 

The implication 0f a direct positive result of credit to the women ensw'es their empowerment in 

the household decision-making. This is because without empowennent signing for a loan alone 

cannot be considered as a benefi t. 

2.8. The Debate on Micro finance 

Historically MFIs emphasized up on three fundamental issues: Outreach, Targeted and 

Sustainability. In the 1970s, the emphasis was on the aspects of outreach, which is expressed in 

tenns of disbursements. Both donors and government officials were interested on the old 

approach (disbursement), and they considered the number of loan disbursed for medium and 

small farmers as an indicator of social and economic development (Asmalesh, 2003). The 
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purpose of credit services is to get political support from the social groups of those who became 

credit worthy (Feinstien, 2000 cited in Asmelesh, 2003). 

The experiences of most MFls show that the objective of reaching a large nwnber of clients 

(outreach) was ahained. However, the :esult of the study could not show who benefit from this 

outreach. In this process, women were the focus in many countries and programs (Asmelesh, 

2003 :25). Yet, many of them do not get enough power in the households to use the loan they are 

provided for productive purposes that can improve their welfare (Goetz and Gupta, 1996 cited in 

Asmelesh, 2003 :26). On the contrary, in the years 1990s the emphasis was shifted to 

sustainability. 

The other assumptions are considering high loan recovery of participants as a high benefit from 

the micro finance services. However, loan recovery alone cannot be used as detenninant of the 

programs, since it relies on social, peer and other fonns of pressure to maintain high loan 

recovery (Khandker, 1998, and Zeller and Sharma, 1998). Loans are considered as beneficiaries 

if they are used for self-employment 'and self-sustain and enable borrowers to generate their 

income to support their livelihood and at the same time enable them to repay on time. The 

effectiveness of micro finance service is debatable whether it contributed for poverty alleviation 

or not. Popoola (1999) reports that micro finance services have the following potential as poverty 

eradication instrument: 

I. due to group collateral system most poor people are credit worthy, 

2. they are achieving micro finance sustainability, 

3. they have a high capacity to grow and serve large number of very poor people, 

4. have a high level of replicable, 

5. have the capacity to help borrowers and support their struggle out of poverty, and, 

6. Stimulak savings and accumulation of assets among the poor. 

In contrary to the above idea, Navajas, Shreiner, Meyer and Gonzalez (2000) argue that micro 

credit services are not always the best way to help the poorest, since it depends on aid budget, 

and it is used at the expense of other projects that may help the poor more. Some times since its 
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repayment rates are higher it may be painful to the clients making them to pay from other sources 

such as their limited assets (Tesfay, 2003:39). 

Case studies for instance, Rahman, R. (2000) shows that bOlTowers have been succeeded in the 

initial time but failed in the long run in telms of asset ownership; level of income, and the 

repayment of the credit are being made from other sources. By strengthening this idea, Husani 

and Mattin (1998) indicate that 69 percent of dropped outs are resulted from inability to 

installments due to less in income generating activities. 

!t is clearly mentioned in different documents, for instance, in Association of Ethiopian Micro 

finance Institution (AEMFI) that the central theme of most MFIs is to contribute in the activities 

of poverty alleviation (Gebrehiwot, 2002). MF services also have the power to enable the poor to 

have access and control the resources, enable them to get opportunities to teach their children, 

help them to get skill trainings and manage their economic activities, and increase their access to 

health and nutrition services. 

However, there are other ideas that categorize the possible outcomes of MF services III to 

different levels. The possible outcomes of the micro finance services could be perceived in tluee 

ways, that is. i' either enhances poverty or maintains or reduces it (!tana and Bekele in 

Gebrehiwot, 2002). According to the first argument, the bOITower's livelihood can be worsen 

after they are provided the loan due to their incapability to generate adequate incomes for 

meeting their loan repayment obligations and their household's subsistence needs that leads them 

to sell their existing assets and impoverishes the lives of their households (!tana and Bekele in 

Gebrehiwot, 2002: 1 0). 

The second argument discusses that micro finance services may have an outcome of maintaining 

poverty. These types of borrowers are characterized by the fact that, they can repay their loans, 

they are able to meet their households daily subsistence but they can not make any savings from 

the loan they are provided, that is, the livelihood of such clients remain the same as before (Itana 

and Bekele in GeJrehiwot, 2002: 11). 
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The third possible outcome of micro finance service is improves the livelihood of the bon'owers 

because of reduced poverty. In this cat"gory the impact of the credit can be seen in tenns of the 

generated income, ability to meet their repayment obligations, increased business activities, 

improved living conditions. Some of the improvement indicators of the living standards are better 

health and education for the households, clothing their children and provide other basic 

necessities, enhancing the productive human and physical capital, and improved food pattern and 

housing (Itana and Bekele cited in Gebrehiwot, 2002, and Wolday, 2003). 

However, practices show that MF services can play multiple roles in improving the well being of 

the poor people. For instance, Wolday (2003:36-37) discusses that MF services can empowering 

the poor, and provides them confidence and self-esteem, taken as financial means to increase 

income and access to social services. It is also assumed that the impact of micro finance services 

can be reflected in four levels: at household, individual, community and the enterprise levels 

(Itana, 2002: 12, and Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002). At the household level micro finance leads to 

increased income, increased assets, and improved welfare in tenns of food security, housing and 

health. Participation in micro finance at individual level is expected to lead to increased control 

over resources on the part of women clients, reduce impact on child labor, and self-esteem of 

women (Wolday, 2003; and Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002:7-8). 

Impact at comrnunity levels can be manifested in employment opportunities it creates and 

additional income, forward and backward linkages, social networks and civic participation 

(Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002:8). At enterprise, level impact is measured by changes in enterprises 

income, employr,?ent, asset and volume of production (Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002:9). 

Berhanu in Gebrehiwot (2002: 150) and Tsehay and Mengistu (2002) show other country 's 

experiences that, women use profits of micro enterprise activities for consumption goods, health, 

and educating of their families. Berhanu in Gebrehiwot (2002) further discusses that 67 percent 

of women who participated in micro finance activities in Bangladesh invest their earnings in their 

families , where as less than 2 per cent spent only invest on them. 
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The rural poor are varying in their socio-economic backgrounds; therefore, their live condition 

can be improved if they employ diversified services. Therefore, the micro finance (loan) can be 

effective if other non-financial services and rural infrastructure are provided (Yaron, 1997: 114-

115). Berhanu in Gebrehiwot (2002: 149) suggests that the provision of micro credit to the poor 

households would increase their assets and incomes. 

Women who participate in micro finance programs seem to gain social benefits such as higher 

aspiration of their children's education and culture, usage of more reliable sources of drinking 

water, inclination to use latrine and contraceptive, and fUliher invest their loan funds in 

improving the welfare of their families Berhanu in Gebrehiwot (2002: 149). The social benefits 

that the poor women can gain due to the effectiveness of micro credit are: feel less marginali zed, 

have higher aspiration for their children 's education, future use of pure drinking water, and are 

less likely to marry at early age etc. (Webster and Fidler, 1996). 

The investment of micro-credit on low income or poor women would increase the productive 

assets and incolT'e. In this regard, International Coalition on Women and Credit (ICWC) stated 

that: 

"With economic improvement, the poor particularly women, have an opportunity 

to develop self-confidence, and improve their families health, education and 

nutrition. With finanCial services, the poor can save, build assets and income, 

and expand their enterprises, thus transforming their own lives as well as their 

families, communities and economies" (1CWC, 1995: I). 

2.9. Previous Researches on Micro finance 

A study conducted in 12 African countries shows that those cultural and legal restrictions on 

women can marginalize their activities particularly in attending education, gaining skill, 

controlling assets that can improve wcmen's income generating activities (Webster and Fidler, 

1996). Even if the socio-cultural factors affect the activities of poor women, some experiences, 

for instance, that client's of Grameen Bank who have relatively low level of education and skill 

enabled women to generate income (both from farm and non-farm activities) than those who do 

not have (Lutfun and Osmani, 1998). 
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The expectation of micro finance program is not only material benefits but also has non-material 

benefits. The improvements of client's consciousness that may have power to empower them, 

assist in improving the quality of life of human beings through promotion of human capital 

investment in child care and education, nutrition, and ensuring food security, increase their status 

and autonomy (Mayoux, 1995). Other study conducted on the clients of Grameen Bank shows 

that 21 per cent of Grameen Bank bOITowers managed to lift their families from poverty within 

4.2 years and 5 per cent of the households are crossing the poverty line per year (Khandker, 

1998). 

Grameen Bank of Bangladesh is the first financial institution formed during 1983 and considered 

as highly publicized, successful MFI that is taken as a model for many similar institutions 

throughout the world including the United States (Hussanii and Kabeer, 1998). All MFIs that 

have similar objectives as that of Grameen Bank targeted active poor, particularly women on the 

bases of growing social collateral and compulsory savings. 

Besides, micro finance services encourage savings and capital accumulation of clients. Studies 

conducted in Bangladesh also identified that micro finance services brought a positive impact on 

savings and capital accumulation and resulted in higher investment for long term bOlTowers than 

newer one to the extent that 260 per cent as compared to non-clients (Tesfay, 2003:48). In 

Grameen BaILc, .licro finance services have also resulted in increasing member's invo lvements 

in income generating activities compared to that of the control groups (Hussani and Kabeer, 

1998). 

The credit program of Grameen Bank and Similar credit programs in Bangladesh also have 

positive impact on household expenditures, asset accumulation, self-employment, children's 

schooling, food consumption and contraceptive uses (Nelly et aI, 1996:24). Impact on women's 

relative well being also indicates that, the situations of poor women who participated in activities 

of financial services are better than those women that do not participate (Osmani, 1998: 37 and 

Wolday, 2003). Some study, for instance, Dercon (2000 cited in Wolday, 2003) reveals that those 

households who involved in MF services show a sign of smooth consumption, poverty reduction, 

and improvements in primary educatior., health condition and coming out of poverty. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MICRO FINANCE IN ETHIOPIA 

In Ethiopia, the poor enjoy low income, which leads to low investment and this in turn leads to 

low productivity and low income. They have limited access to formal credit. Hence, most of them 

tend to have the informal sectors, local moneylenders and friends , Iddir, Iqub, relatives etc. 

Therefore, the need of micro credit services in Ethiopia is wide. 

3.1. Major Activities of Financial Services in Ethiopia 

The major sources of loan in Ethiopia are: Commercial banks, MFls, Cooperatives (saving and 

credit cooperatives, and mUlti-purpose cooperatives), NGOs involved in the delivery of financial 

services, semi.- r 'rmal institutions (Iqub, Iddir, Mehber etc), and informal institutions Wolday 

(2002:2). 

The Commercial Bank of Ethiopia (CBE) has 170 branches while the Development Bank of 

Ethiopia (DB E) has only 32 branches (Wolday, 2002:3). The private banks consist of 89 branches 

as of March 31, 2001. The other tragedy regarding commercial banks is their concentration in big 

cities particularly in Addis Ababa. According to Mulat et al. (1998) , only 21 % of the weredas 

(district) in the country have bank branches. Due to their collateral requirements, the above

mentioned banks do not provide financial services to the poor. Formal banks do not have an 

interest to provide credit for the poor for different reasons. 

Scholars for lIlstance, Braverman and Guasch (1993); Webster and Fidler (1996); and Mulat 

(1999) identified the following reasons why formal banks do not provide credit to the rural poor. 

These are physical remoteness of borrowers, lack of collateral, small size of the transaction, high 

cost of intermediation due to geographically dispersed beneficiaries, poor transport, inconvenient 

repayment time (once a year), and lack of information. So, the gap between demand and suppl y 

of micro finance services in rural areas is wide. Wolday (2002:3) shows that since commercial 

banks are profit oriented, they are attracted only for the loan size more than 100,000 Bi rr. 
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Therefore, other innovative mechanisms, which have able to attract the poor in general , and those 

of the rural areas in particular are needed. 

The informal lenders (traders, moneylenders, and friends) are able to provide loan for a person 

they assume that he/she can repay the loan. Their problem is that their interest rates are high. 

Wolday (2002:3) also reveals that sem.i-fomlallending institutions such as Igub and Iddir are the 

dominant and sustainable traditional institutions, which meet the financial and social needs of the 

poor. Different documents reveal that semi-formal and informal finance accounts for 78% of the 

agricultural credit (Dejene cited in Wolday, 2002:4). According to Dejene and Kibre (1995) , 

friends' share 66%; moneylenders 15% and others share 19% of the major sources of household 

lI1comes. 

Data found from regional cooperative bm'eau of Ethiopia shows that there are 7366 credit 

associations that serve 3,684,112 members with a capital of 515.71 m.illion Birr (Zerhun, 2001). 

These cooperatives provide services such as input supply, credit, grant and coffee marketing, 

supply consumer goods, saving, flour mill services, water pump etc. to its members (Ibid). 

Wolday (2002:5) further shows that there are 716,938 members and 174,577,503 bilT of savings. 

Even if the coo~ 'ratives and the beneficiaries are increasing from time to time, the rural areas 

were entirely excluded. There are 98% of members of saving and credit cooperatives who were 

employees and urban-based (Wolday, 2002:6). Out of the registered members of savings and 

credit co-operatives in the country, 53% were located in Addis Ababa (Wolday, 2002:6). 

Micro finance industries are mainly originated to provide credit and saving services to the poor. 

A study conducted by Tesfay (2003 :48) and others reveal that micro finance services were 

emerged following the failed of subsidized credit programs during the second half of twentieth 

century (1980s) as a new development paradigm (approach). The major aim of the establishment 

of the MFIs was to benefit the poor. 

Since mid-I 980s, many NGOs in Etl,iopia have started providing micro credit to the poor 

households for the purposes of income generating activities (Berhanu, cited in Gebrehiwol 

2002: 145). Besides, Itana in Gebrehiwot (2002: 2) shows that NGOs became active in providing 

micro finance services to the poor since 1984/85 following the great drought. 
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As Wolday (2002:6) reveals, an urban-based pilot micro-credit scheme started in 1990 through an 

agreement reached between Government and International Development Association (IDA). 

Documents also show that rural and urban micro credit activities in Ethiopia have been initiated 

and supported by NGOs, both local and international as part of the humanitarian objectives. 

Wolday (2002:6) further indicates that NGOs had positive impact on developing flexible 

methodologies, which fit the needs of beneficiaries and tested innovative ideas in their program. 

Since these NGOs mixed the social and financia l objectives, the majority of them terminated the 

delivery of financial services follow ing the issuance of the micro finance law (proclamation 

4011996) and d i r~ctives. 

The main theme of proclamation 40196 is to integrate the fragmented and unsustainable way of 

financial services and provide legal frameworks. The credit provision mechanism that is 

practiced by all MFIs is group collateral. Groups select and organize each other from the basis of 

their knowledge of the likelihood that those individuals who pay the loan on time and savings 

installments. The problem is that, such practices exclude the poor from the services. 

Group lending has some negative consequences on selecting the poor. For instance, the 

experience of Ethio-Italian cooperation project in Arsi-Bale zones of Oromia (2001 ) shows that 

self-selected groups for peer monitoring have not been inclusive of the poorest people (ltana in 

Gebrehiwot, 200': :5). Itana (2002) furth"r suggests that MFls, where women are directly targeted, 

shows a tendency by men to use women as masks for getting credits. 

There are two major types of development products practiced in all Ethiopian MFIs; namely loan 

products and saving products. Loan products again categorized into two major products: 

Agricultural loan products and micro-business loan products (Wolday, 2003). Agricultural loan 

products are usuall y term loans and provided to buy agricultural inputs, li vestock, beekeeping etc. 

These types of loans are usually paid in the interval of 3 to 12 months based on the types of 

activities. 
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Micro finance institutions use center savings for development purposes where as compulsory 

savings as an instrument to screen potential defaulters, ensure individual's financial security and 

increase funds availability for lending (Wolday, 2003:27-30). Compulsory saving cannot be 

withdrawn any time the clients need. This type of saving also uses for teaching the culture of 

savings for clients and refundable during clients dropouts or retire (Wolday, 2003:27-30). 

In terms of savers, there are two types of savings: client and non-client savings (Wolday, 200 I). 

Voluntary savings encourage the poor to save more and serves as a source of short-term liquidity, 

which gives clients an increased sense of security and, increase the confidence to risk of 

investment in higher return venture (Wolday, 2003:30). Studies reveal that 68 % of micro and 

small enterprises use personal savings as the main source to stmi a new business (Fasika and 

Daniel cited in Seifu, 2002). The other loan types that are practiced in Ethiopia are micro 

business loans. These types of loans are usually used for running petty trading, handcraft works 

and services ,>, 'hi, .' is repaid weekly, bi-weekly or monthly on regular bases (Wolday, 2002:27). 

The government of Ethiopia has laid down the legal framework under which the MFls can serve 

the poor households. Currently, there are 24 micro finance institutions that operate in Ethiopia 

(AEMFI, 2005). These institutions have a network of about 500 branches that spread over the 

country mainly, operate in the regions Oromia, Tigray, Amhara and Southern Nations and 

Nationalities and Peoples Region where the incidence of poverty is the highest (!tana in 

Gebrehiwot, 2002:3). 

The major objectives of micro finance institutions in Ethiopia are its uses as policy instruments to 

enable rural and urban poor to increase the output and productivity, induce technology adoption, 

improve input supply, increase income, reduce poverty and attain food security (Wolday 2001). 

The number of clients of MFIs is increased from time to time. Accordingly, Wolday (2005: I 0) 

shows that at the end of Dec. 2005, there are 1,211,305 active clients in Ethiopia of which 78 % 

active clients are found in the rural areas with a total outstanding loan of birr 993 ,978,863 with a 

total of birr 500,644,795 mobilized savings. The question that should be raised is that, does the 

poor really involved in the micro finance services in Ethiopia? 
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The credit provision mechanisms in Ethiopia is the same among all MFIs, that is, all micro 

finance services are supply driven (not market oriented), focused on repayment and client 

outreach, follow the same regulatory framework which fixes the loan ceiling at 5,000 Birr, loan 

term at 12 months and lending methodology as group guarantee (collateral), interest rate a 

minimum of 12% (Wolday, 2003:26). Evidences show that micro finance services in Ethiopia 

show positive impact on the lives of their clients. Some of the evidences will be presented as 

follows: 

3.2. Impacts of MFIs on Ethiopian Women 

Studies conducted in Ethiopia by different researchers' show almost similar effects of micro 

finance services on the poor. For instance, the study conducted in Debreberhane on 65 

beneficiaries of MF schemes and came with the result that, loan recovery was 93 %, while 49 % 

of them were experienced an increased an income level, 32 % show no change, and 19 % are 

declined in income (Solomon, 1996). 

Meehan (200 I) revealed that over all credit provision for DeCSI had brought a significant impact 

on increasing agricultural production assets such as oxen, and increasing the amount of land 

farmed by clients who were able to re"eive land previously rented out and farm it themselves, 

and clients who were able to get more land through rent. 

Tsehay and Mengistu (2002:36-40) discuss that those rural and urban borrowers who took 

repeated loans by their name benefited their families than themselves. These authors further 

argue that, the women borrowers are socially empowered since they felt much greats of self

esteem and satisfaction because they can run their own income generating micro enterprises for 

the welfare of their families. In addition to this, children in female-headed households are less 

likely to be enrolled in school and more likely to be working in order to provide additional 

mcome. 

The result of the study conducted on the clients of four MFIs (MCS, AdCSI, OCSSCo, and 

BGSC) in Ethiopia show that there are a minimum of 57.1 % of rural clients and 94% of urban 

clients that sent their children to school after they are participated in the program (Tsehay and 
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Mengistu, 2002:37). Large proportion of rmal borrowers (85%), and 73.8% of urban bOlTowers 

have enjoyed increase in personal income due to their participation in the program (Tsehay and 

Mengistu, 2002:38). There are a maximum of 62.9% of clients in mban areas and 84.1 % in rural 

areas enjoyed improvements in household income (Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002:39). In this study 

rural bOlTowers show more significant increase in households' income than urban borrowers. 

A study conducted in Addis Ababa Kirkos sub-city by Misrak (2005) reveals that 73% of the 

poor women started saving after being the beneficiaries of credit and saving services. Out of 61 

sample respondents there are 71 % created their income generating activities due to the impact of 

MF they are involved in (Misrak, 2005). Regarding women's medical facilities, 57 (66%) 

reported that the' r health facilities are improved where as 70% of them cover their medical 

expenses from the income (Misrak, 2005). Misrak further shows that 83% and 73% of the 

beneficiary 's children education enrollment and their educational facilities are improved 

respectively. 

The credit provided in Ethiopia enabled 60% of urban clients and 18.3% of rural clients to repair 

or improve their houses (Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002). Participation in the program has improved 

personal savings of the clients. Accordingly, 64.4% of new bOlTowers and 85.2% of frequent 

borrowers have cash savings for emergency or major pmchase (Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002:8). 

The result of the same study indicates that the decision-making status of clients have improved 

after loan. Accordingly, 46.4% of rural frequent borrowers are improved in making decisions as 

compared to urban clients of which are 39.3% (Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002: 1 0). This is a clear 

indication that the credit they are provided enabled the households to get disposable income that 

could be spent and brings better facilities that could improve the living standards of those 

households that engaged in the program 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE STUDY AREA 

4.1. Profile ofOromia Region 

In this chapter a brief discussion of Oromia Regional State in general and Adea Liban Worked 

socio economic situations in particular wi ll be presented. In addition to this OCSSCo profile will 

be discussed. 

Oromia is one of the Regional states of the country that comprises large land area and population 

number. Data from Oromia Regional Bureau of Finance and Economic Development (ORBFED, 

2005) shows that the Region consists of 333,690 km2 and 26.5 million, land area and population 

respectively. Out of its population, 50. I per cent are women while the remaining 49.9 percent are 

males (ORBFEO, 2005:3). The urban population is about 12.5 per cent while that of rural is 88.5 

per cent (ORBF."), 2005:5). This fact shows that most of the populations of the region live in 

rural areas where the infrastructure, health services, access to education, financial services etc. 

are inadequate and poverty is deep-rooted. 

Poverty is a critical problem in Ethiopia in general and in Oromia Region in particular. The data 

from the Region shows that 45.5 % and 44.2 % of the Ethiopian population live below abso lute 

poverty during the years 1995/96 and 1999/2000, respectively (ORB FED, 2005:9). Tasew and 

Walter (2004) also reported that 48 per cent of rural and 33 per cent of the urban population of 

Ethiopia were living below absolute poverty line during the years 1995/96 and 1999/2000, 

respectively. Similarly, in Oromia, 34.7 per cent of the populations in the year 1995/96 and 39.9 

per cent in 199912000 were living below absolute poverty line. 

The economic background of the Region is mainly based on subsistence agriculture. Lack of 

education, pure water, sanitation, health services, employment opportunities and severe drought 

at arid areas are the major problems that are affecting the people of the region in general and that 

of poor women in particular (ORBFED, 2004). 
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The major economic, social and political problems the Oromia women face are: poor information 

system, shortage and lack of exposure to different income generating activities, lack of access to 

agricultural inputs and credit services, low level of agricultural productivity due to backward 

farming system, limited knowledge and skill to produce di versified and market-oriented 

agricultural products (ORBFED, 2004). 

The major social problems these rural women face are low enrollment in all educational levels, 

limited access to 'lealth services, high level of illiteracy rate that limits their participation in all 

development activities, household burdens such as child rearing, fire-wood co ll ecting, water 

fetching, food preparing, and exposed to harmful traditions such as early marriage, female genital 

mutilation, higher HIV/AIDS infections, and societal negative attitudes toward them etc 

(ORB FED, 2004:35) . 

Limited opportunities to participate in different social decision making activities and lack of 

power and right to control thei r household resources due to lack of education, cultural balTiers are 

their some socio-economic problems etc. Different people express the living situation of women 

at different time differently. For instance, Fong and pretty states that, 

"Women are more allected by poverty than men. They are engaged in hard and 

laborious work and taking less quantity of food with low nutritional value. School 

enrolment is low and as a result, women do have limited skills. They are less 

empowered to make decisions and own resources" (Fang and Pretty 199/). 

All these and other deep rooted and intelTelated socio-economic problems of the Region call for 

the cooperation of all concerned bodies to play their respective roles in poverty alleviated 

activities . In contrast to the naturally benefited resources, the popUlation of the Region is highl y 

affected by poverty, malnutrition, and lack of health services and opportunities to participate in 

income generating activities . For this reason, interventions are very important to pull out these 

poor people from poverty. 
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4.2. Some Ba,ic Facts of OCSSCo 

Oromia Credit and Saving Share Company (OCSSCo) was established in 1997 as a share 

company by the issuance of proclamation No. 40 /96. Before that, it was cooperated with some 

NGOs for a year. It operates both in rural and urban areas, and owned by the Oromia Regional 

Government. The general manager and other Regional officials at Addis Ababa (Finfinne) 

manage the day-to-day activities (operations) of the company. 

The data from this Institution also shows that the total loan disbursed as of June 30, 2005 is Birr 

134,248,827 and the repayment rate accounts 99.2 per cent. During the same time the total 

savings deposited balance is Birr 28, 534,796 (OCSSCo, 2005). OCSSCo operates in 92 branches 

with a total staff of 647 members. The branches act as a mobile banking because the staff often 

travels to the clients in rural keels to ,ollect compulsory savings, repayment, and prepare and 

send detailed financial reports to sub-regions and to the head office (OCSSCo, 2005). 

OCSSCo provides its services mostl y for rmal areas of the region. Data from this MFI also 

shows that 99 per cent of the services are provided in rmal areas while the remaining one per cent 

is provided in the urban areas. The major objective of OCSSCo is to alleviate poverty through 

credit provision schemes (OCSSCo, 2004). It aspires to see the eradication of poverty by 

contributing in the transformation of the rural poor into a prosperous industrial society and 

eventually transforms itself to a model development bank and became middle financial institution 

in the world (OCSSCo, 2004). It delivers different services to its clients and non-clients such as 

credit, savings and insurance services. 

Evidences from this micro finance institution also show that it provides its services for targeted 

poor in order to achieve its poveJ1y alleviation objective. Hence, it provides the loan only for 

productive purposes. Some of the purposes for which it renders its services are agricultural 

(livestock fattening, dairy fanning and crop production), petty trade (trading cash crops, grains, 

cattle, and rural shops), service activities (restaurants, tailoring etc.), handcrafts (blacksmithing, 

pottery and weaver) and labor saving technologies (Motor pump, and others) (OCSSCo, 2005). 
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All branches of OCSSCo are grouped in to sub-regions and administered by assigned respecti ve 

managers. OCSSCo has a significant number of active clients 29,412 women and 96,370 male 

clients (OCSSCo, 2005). The total number of clients, amount of loan disbursed in Birr and 

savings mobilizations in Birr increased from year to year. Accordingly, the number of clients 

increased fror.l 1,329, in the years 199(197 to 125,782 in 2004/05; the amount of loan disbursed 

peaked-up from Bin· 815, 926 in 1996/97 to Birr 134, 248,827 in 200412005, and savings 

mobili zations shows an increment from Birr 115,414 in 1996/97 to Birr 28,534,796 in 2004 /05. 

The repayment rate also shows a significant improvement, that is, it ranges from 97 percent to 

100 per cent (see Annex 1). 

4.3. Adea Liban Worked 

Adea Liban Worked is the largest district (1610.56 1an2
.) in East Showa Zone bordering Akaki in 

the West, Gambit in North, Lumen in the East, Dude boar in the South, and Southern people 's 

Regional State in the Southwest. Bashful is the district capital located 47 Ian from Addis Ababa 

and located between Addis Ababa and Adam (Nazareth) city. Most of the area (96%) is 

characterized by subtropical agro-climatic zone that is favorable for agricultural activities mainly 

tiff, wheat, chick-peace and other cerea ls (ORBFED, 2004). 

Regarding its population the Worked is the second populous district in East Showa Zone with a 

total population of 342,878 (in 1997 E.C.) of which 49.4 per cent are female (CSA, 2004). The 

average family size of the worked is 5.0 per household while population density is 154.2-personsJ 

1an2 
To support the poverty alleviation activities started by the government and non-governnlent 

bodies, OCSSCo mainly targeted the rural areas in general and active poor women in particular 

since 1996/97. Even though tllis institution plays its roles in the process of poverty alleviation 

activities sti ll no sufficient impact assessment is made so far. 

4.4. Adea Liban Branch of OCSSCo 

Adea Liban branch is one of the areas in which OCSSCo renders its services. Data from thi s 

branch shows that as of lun 30, 2005 there are 1994 male and 408 women clients with a total 

number of 2402 clients that are served by this institution. The number of women clients is less 

than that of male. That is, female accounts only 17 per cent wile that of male is 83 per cent. 
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The amount of loan disbursed for male by the year 2000101 is Birr 454,850 (88.5%) while it is 

Birr 59,310 (11 .5%) for women by the same year. By the year 2004/05 the total loan disbursed 

for both women and male reached Birr 3.08 millions of which 14.9% disbursed for women. 

Therefore, the share of loan disbursed for women is extremel y smaller than that of male 

(AnneX2). 

OCSSCo provides its services mainly for agriculture and agricultural related activities. This is 

due to the fact that, most of its clien!". prior occupation is related with agricultural activities. 

About 72 per cent of the loan disbursed is for the purposes of purchasing farm oxen, animal 

fattening, farming and rent of land and purchasing fertili zer. The remaining 28 per cent is for 

other purposes such as petty trade, purchasing of selected seeds, dairy cow, animal husbandry 

and tractor rent. Petty trade comprises about 14 per cent of the total loan. Purchasing farm oxen 

comprises the highest share while tractor rent is the least share in the area (Annex-3). 

Savings mobili zation is one of the services that OCSSCo provides for all clients and non-clients 

in the region. The trend of the saving situation in Adea branch shows a significant change fi'om 

time to time. For instance, the data from Adea branch shows that the total savings of the branch 

during the year 2000101 was Birr 54,995 and it reached Birr 1.32 million in the year 2004/05 

There are both compulsory and voluntary savings in the area . The amount of compulsory savings 

during the year 2001 /02 was Birr 153,585 and peaked to Birr 287,433 by the year 2004/05, where 

as the amount of voluntary savings was Birr 13,449 (8.05%) and reached Birr 68,214 (19.2%) by 

the same years, respectively (see Annex-4). The amount of compulsory saving is greater than 

voluntary savings, that is, 80 % and 19.2% respectively. Even though the rate of voluntary saving 

shows an increased trend through the years 2001102 to 2004/05, still there is a potential for 

savings mobilization in the area. 

OCSSCo provides insurance services for its clients. Data from Adea branch shows that the total 

amount of insllra..'ce paid for deceased clients as of June 30, 2005 is Birr 35,227.75 of which 19% 

is paid for women deceased cli ents (Annex-5). The insurance service shows incremental for the 
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last five years. The provision of insurance services for its clients motivates voluntary savers and 

other non-clients .0 save in the instituti( n for their life insurance. The average insurance paid for 

each deceased client is Birr 1304.73(Annex 5). 

Data from the institution also shows that the major reasons for which clients' dropout from the 

program are: when they succeed, their own default and due to death. The trend of dropout clients 

for the last five years shows increasing (see Annex 6). 

Accordingly, clients' dropped out increased from 29 to 453 in the years 2000101 to 2004/05 , 

respectively. If the reasons of these dropouts are beyond success, the trend is a sign of danger for 

the sustainabi lity of the MFls. Therefore, further and critical assessment is needed to investigate 

the exact causes of dropouts. 
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CHAPTER FIVE
1 

EMPIRICAL STUDY 

5.1. Research Methodology 

This chapter deals with Conceptual framework, details of the design and methodologies 

employed to ron :'uct the study includif'g data co ll ection and analysis methods and the sampling 

procedures. It also discusses on the general characteristics of the sample respondents and their 

households. Finally, it concludes with the presentation and analysis of the data. 

5.1.1. Conceptual Framework of the Study 

In relation to time, impact can be assessed in three forms (Lidgerwood, 2000:52). One way of 

impact assessment is studying the situation of cl ients before intervention. In this type of 

assessment, the assessment can found the beneficiaries of the services in terms of wealth 

categories. The second way of impact assessment mechanism is examining the changes observed 

or occurred after the intervention-taking place. The third mechanism is doing the assessments 

during the intervention processes. 

Impact assessment can be varying according to their complexity and their behavior. These are 

complex, simple and middle ranges (Barnes and Sebstad, 2000:8) . Complex approaches may 

involve econometric models or it may involve large-scale sample survey based on quasi

experimental design that compares the outcomes of an intervention with a simulation of what the 

outcomes would have been with no intervention. It tends to be expensive and take more time. 

On the contrary, simple approach tends to use single method. In many cases, a one-time survey 

covering small sample clients without control group is used. The middle range approach is 

performed between complex and simple approaches . 

Since OCSSCo is mainly aimed at improving its client' s welfare and li ving standards, thi s unit of 

conceptual framework assessment is developed from USAID's AIMS project that helps to assess 

impact at household, enterprise, and individual and community levels. Accord ing to this 

approach, impact can be directly assessed, analyzed, and measured. This approach mainly 

answers the major questions such as, who are served by the MFIs, how the groups are enjoying 
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the serVIces, and how does the intervention affect the life of the beneficiaries and their 

households (Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002:8). Personal or psychological impacts are other expected 

MF intervention that deal s wi th bOlTowers' sense of self (Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002:8). 

"The rationale for using household, enterprise, individual and community as units 

of impact assessment is that, for an organization aiming at providing financial 

services to alleviate poverty, its end result is fully measurable only in direct 

relationship to the life of human beings. On the other hand, human beings are part 

of the households and the community in which they live. These elements directly or 

indirectly affect the actions of clients. The implication of this relationship is that 

the impact of the credit may occurs as a result of the composition of the household, 

the quality of the decision making within the household and due to anyone 

economic activity of the households" (Tsehay and Mengistu, 2002:9). 

This approach is believed to produce a fuller picture of overall impact assessments or it is the 

road map that takes the researcher to impact assessment by employing some indicators. Some of 

these indicators are income of the households and the individual clients, living condition of the 

households, expenditure of the households, sav ing culture and capital accumulation of the 

individual clients and empowennents at household and individual levels (Yaron 1997:69). 

Figure 1 shows the interaction between these determinants fac tors (vari ables) and their 

relationships and how they affect the well being of hwnan beings. In this discussion, the terms 

factor and variab le are used interchangeably. As figure 1 shows, the impact indicators are 

considered as externa l (contextual) and internal determinant factors/variables. These variables 

further categorized as independent, mediating and dependent variables . 

Contextual factors or externa l environments are the umbrell a in which all activi ti es of the MFl s 

are taking place and, therefore, directly or indirectly influence the impact of these activities. On 

the other hand, client related variables and variables related to income generating activities are 

taken as independent variab les. Income, expenditure, living conditions, savings and 
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empowerments are considered as mediating variables where as the observed changes are the 

outcomes (well being) and are taken as dependent variables. 

Contextual factors can directly determine client related variables such as their educational level, 

business management skill, and poverty alleviation activities because these activities are taking 

place in certain context. Infrastructure situations (such as road and other communication 

facilities), access to education and health services has a direct relation with poverty. That is, the 

better the access to the infrastructure the better condition to poverty alleviation efforts. Socio

cultural factors are other contexnlal factors that determine the number of household members (to 

have more children or not), and their occupation, and therefore, affect positively or negatively the 

impact of micro finance services. 
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Figure I Conceptual framework used to Assess Impact of MF 

Contextual factors: 
Regulatory framework 
Infrastructure 
Market 
Socio-cultural factors 
Weather condition 
Land ownership and 
size 

MFIs factors. 

Vision 
Mission 
Policies 
Objectives 
Strategies 

1 

Terms and conditions 
Financial 
sustainab ility 

Source: Tesfay (2003) 

Client related 
variables: 
Demographic (age, 
household size etc.) 
Poverty 
Business management 
Educational level etc 

Mediating 
variables: 

Income 
Expenditure 
Living condition 
Saving culture and 
capital 
accumulation and 
Empowerment 

~ 
Impact on 
well being 

Variables related to 
income generating 
activities: 

Type and size of the 
loan 
Capital 
Asset 
Length of the loan time 
Repayment period 

MFls services are internal environment of the institution that interacts with external factors. For 

instance, as it is shown in Figure I above, regulatory framework (such as proclamations, rules, 

and regulations etc.) directly affects the vision, missions, strategies, Terms and Conditions, 

financial sustainabi lity and governance of the micro finance institutions. On the contrary, 
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financial sustainabi li ty, governance of MFls and their objectives, vision, missions and strategi es 

affect socio-cultural factors, market, infrastructure and the applicab ility of regulatory framework. 

The envirorunent 111 which the clients live also affects factors related to income generating 

activities. This can be manifested in the fact that, regulatory framework determines the type and 

size of the loan, capital and asset of the clients (to get loan or not), repayment rates and periods. 

Demand based loan type and size can increase the income of the cli entslhouseholds. Therefore, 

contextual factors have a direct influence on mediating variables (income, expenditure, sav ing 

culture and capital accumulati on, and empowerments) of individual clients/households. Credit 

also would be m'1re effective in areas where profitable agri culture, well-developed infrastructure 

and access to markets due to high return behavior of the factors are sufficient (Yaron, 1997:39-

40). 

Seasonality and fluctuation of rainfall have a potential impact on agricultural related income 

generating activities. Therefore, the tenTI of cred it provision depends on the type of the activities 

required. For instance, agricultural activities require long-term loans than other micro-enterprise 

activities. Poor clients with wide fluctuations in income may at times require loans to meet 

personal expenses, that is, short-term revolving credit or eas ily access ible savings. 

MFls themselves directly influence factors related to income generating activities. For instance, 

Terms and Ccnd:jons of the loan detelTIine the type and size of the loan provided. The Vision, 

mission, objective or strategies, financial sustainabili ty and governance of MFls determine the 

type and size of the loan and repayment periods. Clients' capital accumulation and asset 

ownership also influence Terms and Condition of the loan. Therefore, MFI factors have a direct 

influence on the well being of individual clients and their households. 

Type and loan size, capital and asset of the clients, length of loan time and repayment periods 

have a direct impact on income, living condition, saving and capital accumulation and 

empowerments. Loan type determines the effectiveness of the loan in reducing poverty. Varon 

(1997:69) shows that the worki ng capital provided may be used for inunediate consumption 

demand than productive investments. For tllis reason, flexible loan conditions and types of 
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lending instruments are needed because of the frequent lack of clear distinction between target 

clients, personal business and finances, especially, for small enterprises and fanners with low 

surplus products. 

The provided MF services can be more effective if the cli ents properly utilize it. Therefore, client 

related factors play a crucial role in enhancing the impact of micro finance. These are mainly 

related to major demographic factors . Some of these demographic factors are: age, literacy level, 

number of members of the households (household size), household compositions and 

relationships which can affect farm and non-farm activities, gender relations, previous 

occupation, poverty level, prior physical and human assets, management skills, entrepreneurship 

skills and others are also considered as demographic factors and affect the effectiveness of the 

loan (Morduch, 1998; Tesfa y, 2003: 24, and SEEP, 2000). 

Management ski'! determines the way t.O use and manage the loan and the income earned from 

the business. Those clients/households who have better education level can use/manage their loan 

properly, improve their income, living condition, and empower themselves than the illiterates. 

Therefore, if the loan provided is properly channeled to the income generating activities, then the 

income of the households ' can be increased, and this in turn enhances saving cultures, and 

empowelments. 

Income level is another determinant factor that can positively or negati vely affects the 

effectiveness of credit provision, However, income alone cannot draw the poor out of poverty 

since they have limited access to market networks and skills (Yaron, 1997:70), Therefore, in 

addition to income level, non-financial services such as skill-based training could help to improve 

the poor return 011 their investments. II. other words, Poverty level affects the utilization of the 

loan, that is, it determines whether investing it or consuming. 

Decision-making within the household about the investment and determining about the 

productive activities are also considered as other important factor of impact assessment. Husband 

and wife make some decisions jointly; others are making separately. The situations of resource 

flow to household, who control them and, whose effort are invested in managing those resources 
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are affected by gender, age, status, resource generation mechanisms (cooperation or conflict) 

affecting in turn the outcomes and the benefits (Yaron, 1997: 72). 

Culture also plays a crucial role in determining the credit provision and its effectiveness. For 

instance, joint liability groups may be more successful in some culture than in others (Yaron, 

1997: 73). The value the society gives for any activity determines the success or failure of that 

activity. For instance, an entrepreneur that the society gives high value may succeed more than . 
entrepreneur that the society ignores. Therefore, micro finance services can succeed more in a 

society that respects all works. 

From figure I we can summarize that; all external and internal factors (variables) interact with 

each other as well as with mediating variables and determine the impact of micro finance services 

on the well being of the clients. The positive relationships among these variables (contextual 

factors, MFls factors, and client related variables, variables related to income generating 

activities and mediating variables) have a direct impact on the lives of clients and their 

households. 

5.1.2. Research Design and Method, and Data Collection 

a. Research Design and Methods 

Case study was the methodology employed in this study, as it would enable detailed investigation 

of the effects of the micro-finance initiative implemented by OCSSCo on women residing in the 

study worked. Both qualitative as well as quantitative data were collected during the study. 

Data was collected from active women clients of OCSSCo who have been receiving the service 

during 2001 - 2004, from the staff members of the agency that has been providing the service 

(OCSSCo), and from members of Kebele Administrations within the Shldy area as key 

informants. Review of various documents, bulletins, proclamations and other sources were also 

conducted as source of secondary data. 

Data was collected using both open ended and closed ended questionnaires. The prepared 

questionnaire category was four in number: One category of structured questionnaire for acti ve 
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clients (both open and closed ended), one category for staff members (open ended) , and one for 

informant (kebele representatives) groups (open ended). Thus, the research design, sampli ng 

techniques, data collection and analysis methods will be presented as fo llows: 

The qualitative data was collected using focus group discussions, various key informants, as well 

as interviews and participant observations. The follow ing respondents were included in the focus 

group discussions: women clients, determinant infOlm ants such as kebele administrators' and 

kebele women assoc iation leaders. 

b. Sampling Techniques and Sample Size 

Multi stage sarr;,;iing method was el"ployed. In the first stage 14 Oromia zones in which 

OCSSCo provides its services were identified. East Shewa Zone was randoml y selected. In east 

Shewa Zone as of lune 30, 2505 OCSSCo provides its services only in five woredas namely, 

Adea, Mojo, Dukam, Gimbichuu and Ziway. From these woredas, Adea was selected purposively 

due to two major reasons One of the reason was its maximum number of women clients among 

the other woredas. The second reason was its long time of service provision in the area. The 

sample respondents were taken from all women clients that have been participating in the 

program within the years 2000/2001 to 2004/2005. Therefore, the length of time period of their 

participation ranged from one year to five years, a time span that could be considered as 

suffIcient to provide information on the impact of the loan provided on the women beneficiaries. 

As of June 30 2(, '5, the total number Of active women clients in the worked was 408 (OCSSCo, 

2005). Since time was an important factor to indicate the impact, only 336 active women clients 

who were participated for I to 5 years were included in the study using purposive-sampling 

teclmiques. However, due to the fact that data collection was done during the summer season, it 

was diffIcult to get all of the available clients/respondents due to engagement in farm activities 

and also because of restrictions imposed by high flooding of roads on free movement in the 

locality. For this reason, onl y 220 (66 %) of active women clients participated in the study of 

which 116 were interviewed or fi lled questionnaires with the help of employed enumerators 

while 104 of them participated in focus group discussions (FGDs). In spite of all these, it was 
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reasonable to consider the total number of respondents that have actually participated in the study 

(220) as a sufficient sample size to represent the study area. 

c. Data Collection Instruments 

Structured questionnaire was used as tile major data collection instrument. The questionnaires 

were first prepared in English and later translated into "Afaan Oromoo" for the purpose of clarity 

and convenience. College students were employed as enumerators as the time of conduct of the 

study coincided with their vacation. After enumerators were given training, the effectiveness of 

the prepared questionnaire was pre-tested in selected rural Kebeles within the study worked. 

Based on the feedback obtained from the pretest, necessary improvements were made on the 

instrument. 

Focus group discussions (FGDs) were held with women clients and other informants to enrich the 

quantitative data collected. For the focus group discussions, eight kebeles that have eight and 

more members were included. So, the tvtal number ofFGDs of women clients ' was 10, of which 

eight groups with ten members each, and two groups with twelve members each. 

Besides, four FGDs were conducted with some informant groups. Since OCSSCo provides its 

services in eight rural kebele's of Adea branch, two administrative/community representatives 

and one women association leader representatives from each kebele were included in the 

discussion. After completing the survey, five OCSSCo staff members (coordinators) of Adea 

branch, one sub-manager and one regional head manager were interviewed as they have access to 

details of their clients. Thus, the total group discussions (women clients and infol111ants) were 14 

with a total of 128 members, where as seven OCSSCo staff members were interviewed. 

Using these tWl instruments, information related to the major socio- economic problems of 

women in the area were facing, the level of their participation in decision-making activities and 

their situation before and after loan were collected. The role of the data collector/researcher was 

facilitating the discussion toward the raised issues to achieve the intended goals. The responses 

given and issues rai sed by the respondents were recorded with portable tape recorder, since it was 

not convenient to take all notes during the discussion process. Data also collected from Adea 

branch of OCSSCo office and its sub-region. 
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The methods employed to identify impacts was, first clients were interviewed about the assets 

they accumulated before and after their participation in OCSSCo. Based on their opinion, 

informant groups, the financial service providers (in this case OCSSCo) and household members 

were asked about the changes. 

Besides, physical observation of the living condition of the households visited was also made by 

data collectors tv ensure that results of ;nterview matched with observable reality. The collected 

data was checked and categorized according to their type and purposes. Finally, based on the 

information gathered, from different sources , conclusions were made about the impacts of 

OCSSCo services on its clients. Throughout the data collection process, the works of the 

enumerators were daily supervised and the researcher checked progresses, and discussions and 

experience sharing were held among the enumerators for improving performance. 

Table I Summary of Respondents and other Informants 

Types of respondents Instrument used Number of respondents 

Women clients Interviews, FGDs and 220 

Observations 

Key in "'mlants (Kebele FGDs 24 

representative) 

OCSSCo staff members Interviews 7 

Total 251 -

5.2. Methods of Data Analysis 

The collected data was then sununarized, tabulated and analyzed with descriptive statistical tools 

such as the percentage in order to examine the quantitative effects of the OCSSCo interventions 

on the well being of poor women. In addition to quantitative analysis, qualitative analyses were 

also employed to examine the impact of micro finance on the beneficiaries' quality of life and to 

explain some of the organizational and management issues related to OCSSCo 's operation of the 

micro finance initiative. 
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Besides, basic liemographic characte. istics of the respondents such as, family size, age, 

educational level and household's occupations were analyzed. Data on loan purposes and actual 

uses, major sources of household ' s incomes, loan size, years of involvements (membership) in 

the program were also analyzed and presented using descriptive statistics. In this study, data were 

tabulated, and ·presented by years of involvements. 

5.3. General Characteristics of Respondents 

i. Age 

The majority of the respondents (52.6%) were within the reproductive age limits (15-49 years). 

Accordingly, 6.5'% were in the age group of 20 to 29 years, 19% were grouped between the ages 

30 and 40 years, and the remaining 26.7% were between the ages of 40 and 49 years. The other 

29.3% were in the age group of 50 to 59, while the remaining 18 .1 % were in the category of old 

age group (Annex 7). 

The mean age of the sample clients was 46.8 years. This showed that most of the respondents 

were adults who cou ld actively participate in income generating activities to improve their 

income and their standard of life. 

As regards members of the households of the service cli ent women, most of the household 

members were also found in the reproductive age. The number of household members whose age 

ranged 1 - 15 ynrs was 40.1 % (these were either students or children who stayed at home for 

different reasons and are consumers) where as that of 16 to 49 years was 47.1 % (Annex 8). The 

number of household members whose age was greater than 49 years was found to be 12.8% 

(Annex 8). Hence, significant number of household members is below 15 years, which can 

negatively affect the effectiveness of MFs services. 

ii . Educational level 

Education is a key instrument 111 increasing productivity and decreasing poverty. The study 

showed that most of the respondents were illiterate. Of the total respondents, 75.9 % were 

illiterate where as the literates were only 24.1 %. (Annex 9). 
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Since education helps to acqUIre knowledge and skill , most of the respondents missed the 

opportunity to learn and get ski ll s for managing their business . Therefore, lack of suffic ient 

education negatively affects the diversified productivity of clients . It would also reinforce 

cultural factors and other variab les that affect the effectiveness of micro finance institutions. The 

level of education plays a crucial role in improving income. The more people are educated, the 

better the skill s and knowledge they acquire to manage own business effectively. 

Regarding the household members, 53.9% are literate whi le 46.1 % are illiterate (A nnex 10). As 

this study revealed, the majority of the literate household members were categorized under the 

educational level of grades I to 6. The remaining 20.2% were above grade six. Even if the 

average number of illiterate household members is less than 50% it has negative implication on 

MFs effectiveness. 

iii. Marital Status 

Marital status w".; another characterise: of the client that was studied. More than 50 % of the 

respondents were married. The findings of the study indicated that 62.9%, 1.2% and 2 1. 6% of the 

respondents were married, unmarried, and di vorced respectively. Only, 13.4% of the respondents 

were either separated or widowed (Annex 11 ). We understood through FGDs that, the rate of 

divorce was found to be decreased as years of involvement in the MF increased. The divorce 

situation in the area could be a potential cause for women and their children to be poorer and thi s 

may require more MFI interventions for addressing the situation. 

iv. Status within the household 

Regarding their status in the household, most of the clients (84.5%) reported that they were 

household heads wh ile 15.5% were housewives (Annex 12). As breadwinners of the household, 

the chall enge of :emale household-hea '~s to use the loan effectively is often high due to lack of 

education and cul tural barriers and lack of ski lls to manage their business. 

v. Distance of Home from Woreda Town 

The distance between a client' s home and the Woreda town often has an inverse relationship with 

effective loan product utilization in terms of market. The majority of the respondents (5 1. 7%) 

lived 11 to 15 km far away from the woreda town. One-folil"th of the respondents were relatively 
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nearer to the Worked town (a maximum of 10 km away) While 15.5% were reportedly living 21 

to 25 km away from the worked town, the remaining 7.8% were found within the distance of 16 

to 20 kms. Therefore, most of the respondents traveled about 15 kms to reach the town 

(Annex 13). 

As the majority of the client women were forced to travel more than ten kilometers, they would 

find it difficult to access the market unless they have horse, donkey or other animal 

transportation. They would, therefore, be forced to be selective in the type of good they produce 

especially making perishable products &Llch as vegetable, milk and milk products less preferable. 

vi. Occupation 

Clients' relationship with means of production determines their loan utilization. The study 

showed that 90.5 % of the total respondents were farmers. Only 4.3% and 5.2% of them were 

traders and self-employed respectively (Annex 14). 

It was also revealed in Annex 14 that, at least, eight out of ten respondents were farmers in all 

inlervenlion years. There were no traders or self-employed in the forth and fifth year. This 

analysis showed that the major opportunity for the respondents was getting engaged in 

agriculture and agriculture related works than in other alternatives. Therefore, it is safe to say that 

the MF service would be more effective if it enhanced these activities. 

The relationships the households have with the economy have an implication on the effectiveness 

ofMFls. It is assumed that if the bond that ties the households with the economy is stronger, and 

then the capacity to produce would be higher. In the contrary, if the majority of the household 

members are dependent, then the loan taken may be used for household consumption than for 

productive purposes. 

In this regard, the study found that 25% of the household members were farmers where as 53.1 % 

of them were dependent. The remaining 21.9% had other occupation such as self~employment. 

Therefore, most of the household members were found to be consumers than producers a 

situation that wOuld negatively relate ',\ :th effectiveness of the loan. 
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5.4. Presentations and Analysis of Data 

Under thi s sub-section, detail ed analysis and di scussion of data will be presented as related to the 

operation of loan provision system, aspects of income generation and savings, and the impacts of 

the MF[s on the li ving standards and socio-economic empowerment of the client women who 

have been receiving the service. 

i. Operation of the loan provision 

a. Membership in OCSSCo 

Years of involvement in the MF service determine loan effectiveness. As depicted in Table 2 

below, more than eighty percent of the respondents have participated in the MF program for 2 

and above years where as [9.8% of them stayed in the program only for one year. It is obvious 

that time plays a significant role in ensuring the impact of the loan since the experience of 

business management skill increases. Hence, those women clients who relati vely stayed in the 

program two and more years benefited more than those women clients that participated for one 

year. 

Table 2: Sample Respondents ' Membership in OCSSCo 

Participation in years Number % 
Completed one year 23 19.8 

Two years and above 93 80.2 

Total 116 100 

b. Loan HistoP' 

Loan provision is a key variable in MF participation. The loan amount (size) also has a positive 

relation ship with the MF effectiveness. The trends of loan provision and its size per cyc le in the 

study Worked has been presented in Table 3. Data from OCSSCo shows that the number of 

clients has decreased due to two major reasons: success and default. In Table 3 the trend of 

membership seems decreased with increased time. But in reality, there are many new comers who 

the study left due to their short time of involvement in the program. Hence, due to the two major 

reasons mentioned above, the number of clients shows fluctuations. 
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Table 3: Trends of Loan Cycle in Adea Branch of OCSSCo (%) 

Loall category Vear I Vear 2 Vear 3 Vear 4 Vear 5 Total 

ill Birr N=23 N=28 N=48 N=5 N=12 N= 116 

N!!.,. % NQ. % NQ. % NQ. % NQ. % NQ. 

300-500 2 8.7 3 6.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

501-1000 18 78.3 18 37.5 6 20 1 20 0 0 43 

1001-1500 3 13 26 54.1 19 67.7 1 20 0 0 49 

Greater than 0 0 1 2.1 3 12.3 3 60 12 100 19 

1500 

The size of loan provided varied from time to time. As Table 3 above reveals, 8.7%, 78.3% and 

13%, of the first year sample respondents borrowed up to Birr 300 to 500, 501 to 1000, and 100 I 

to 1500 respectively. The same Table al so shows that, 3 (6.3%) took from out of 48 clients who 

took the second loan, 91.6% of them borrowed an amount that ranged between Birr 501 to 1500 

Birr 300 to 500, 18 (37.5%) took from Birr 501 to 1000 BiIT, 26 (54.1 %) borrowed 1001 to 1500 

and I (2.1 %) oor.owed greater than Bir. 1500. The number of clients who had bon'owed less than 

Birr 500 and more than Birr 1500 was insignificant. Therefore, most of the respondents reported 

that they took the loan amount ranging from Birr 50 I to 1500. 

During the first year, the majority of women clients (87%) took the loan amount ranging from 

Birr 300 to 1000 where as in the second year most clients (54.1%) took the loan amount ranging 

from Birr 1001 to 1500 (Table 3). This indicated that the loan size increased per cycle. It is 

believed that the higher the loan size the higher the impact on poverty alleviation activities. 

The number of borrowers in the third year was 28. Besides, all borrowers of the third cycle took a 

loan size of more than Birr 500. This was another improvement in tenns of loan size in the third 

cycle. Most clients took the third loan ranging from Birr 1001 to 1500 similar to the second 

cycle. Accordingly, 6 (20%) took the loan amount that ranged from Birr 501 to 1000, 19 (67.7%) 

took the loan amount ranging from Bill' 1001 to 1500 and only 3 ( 12 .3%) used the loan amount 

greater than Birr 1500. Similar to the second year borrowers, the number of clients who took the 

third loan of greater than Birr 1500 was insignificant. 
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Regarding the fourth year loan cycle, only 5 clients took the loan for five times. The number of 

borrowers in the fourth year loan cycle had became lower because of either lack of access to 

credit from the institution providing it or participants may have dropped out of the program. 

Accordingly, only I woman (20 %) took the loan size ranging from Birr 501 to 1000, 1 (20 %) 

took the loan size that ranges from Bin· 100 I to 1500, and 3 (60 %) used a loan amount greater 

than Birr 1500. Similar to the third year loan, the majority of bOlTowers of the fOlth year took 

loan that ranged from Birr 100 I to 1500. Therefore, there was no borrower who took a loan size 

of less than BilT ~OO. 

As to the clients of the fourth year, the number of clients who took the loan of the fifth year is 

small. That is, out of the total of 116 clients, only 12 clients participated continuously from the 

first year to the fifth year in the program. The rest of the respondents either did not stay in the 

program for the whole five years or did not get access to credit. Accordingly, all of the borrowers 

of the fifth year took the loan amount greater than Birr 1500. Comparatively, the loan size of the 

fifth year is better than the rest of the years. 

The mean and mode of the loan of the fifth year are BilT 1523 and 1400 respectively, where as 

the minimum and maximum are Birr 500 and 2500 respectively. The minimum amount of the 

first year loan WaS Birr 300 where as tile maximum was Birr 1500 where as the maximum loan 

size of the first year and the fifth year is 1500 and 2500 respectively. 

Table 4· Mean Mode Minimum and Maximum Loan Sizes in Birr , , 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Mean 932 1070 1090 13 15 1523 

Mode 1000 1000 1200 1500 1400 

Minimwn 300 300 700 700 300 

Maximum 1500 1600 2500 2400 2500 

Therefore, since ,he average loan size showed an increase from time to time, those clients who 

stayed in the program must have had better opportunity to utilize bigger loan size than the new 
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comers. The mean of the loan varied among the years. The differences in loan sizes significantly 

related with t:mt among the sample cJ' ents. Hence, the loan size variation could be regarded a 

cause for variation in client's life improvement. 

c. Major Purposes of the Loan 

Clients borrow money to satisfy their unlimited needs. Accordingly, the clients of OCSSCo in 

Adea branch bOlTowed ftook credit for different purposes such as agriculture and agriculture 

related activities, to buy domestic animals, for petty trade, for handcraft and use it as working 

capital and other related pwposes. OCSSCo also intended to provide its services only for the 

activities mentioned above. 

Most respondents borrowed the money for productive purposes. Accordingly, almost one third 

(32.8%) of them bOlTowed for agriculture and agriculture related purposes, where as 21.6% of 

them took the loan for purchasing domestic animals such as farm oxen, which are key assets for 

agricultural activities. The other category of respondents (37%) borrowed the loan both for 

agriculnlral activities and for purchasing of domestic animals. In this case, both plUposes 

reinforce each other for effective utilization of the loan and bringing more impact. There were 

few (2.6%) of the respondents that borrowed the money for petty trades, handcraft and 

consumption pUlposes (Annex 15). 

Since the location of the respondents was rural and most of the activities related to the fa rm, the 

number of clients engaged in petty trade was insignificant. Moreover, as much of the loan was 

taken for working capital of agricultural related activities, the expected outcomes were mainly 

related to agricultural products. In addition, the purposes of the borrowing through the years 1 to 

5 were not heterogeneous . 

d. Actual Uses of the Loan 

The majority of the respondents reported that they used the loan for the intended purposes. As 

shown in Annex 16, 46.6% of the clients used it for worki ng capital such as purchasing of 

agricultural inputs; petty trades etc, while 27.6% reported use of the loan for consumption (non

producti ve) purposes. If amount of consumption is greater than investment, then the expected 

benefit may be affected unless the clients have other copping mechanisms. Only 20.7% of the 
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respondents explained that they used the loan for both working capital and consumption (non

productive) purposes. The remaining I. 7% did not express their actual use of the loan (Arli1ex 16). 

If those borrowers who took the loan for consumption purposes do not have other alternatives, 

they are forced to sell their other assets in order to repay the loan. This may further worsen the 

life situation of ,;'e clients than before. Others, if they use the loan for temporary problems (as a 

transition), then they can by-pass the critical periods and can live better life. Therefore, the prior 

assets that the borrowers have or other means of income they might have determine the siUtation 

of their loan utili zations. 

Clients borrow for different purposes and aCUlally used it differently. Taking the loan and 

utili zation trend shown above as an actual utilization of the loan by the majority, the study has 

therefore identified that, as the years of invo lvement increases the client 's loan utilization 

becomes much contrary to the purposes they are intended for. Using the loan for other purposes 

rather than the intended one may negatively affect the rol e MF services play to contribute to 

poverty eradication. 

e. Trends OfL~~n Repayment 

Loan repayment is considered as a good organizational performance by most MFls in Ethiopia. 

In reality, loan can be repaid not only from the profit of the enterprises but also it can be paid 

from other sources such as selling of own prior assets (cattle, goats or sheep etc .). As the study 

indicated, 104 (89.7%) of the respondents repaid their loan on time (Annex 17). 

About 9 (7.8%) of the sample respondents did not pay their loan on time. The remaining 3(2.5%) 

of the respondents did not express their loan repayment situations. The loan repayment rate of 

Adea branch ranged from 97 to 100%. The differences observed between the sample respondents 

and the perfOlm1nce in Adea branch was may be due to the time of repayment. However, most 

respondents repaid their loan at the required time. This enables the clients to get additional loan 

as well as enab les the institution to expand its outreach and loan size. 
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Table 5: Household 's Sources of Income 

Major type of sources of income No. % 

Agriculture 107 92.2 
Self-employment I 5 4.3 
Relief 1 0.9 
No response 3 2.6 
Group Total 116 100 

From the above discussion one can see that most of the clients' major income was obtained from 

land, that is, agricu ltural activiti es. Therefore, the loan they are provided is mainly expected in 

improving (enhancing) these activities. It can therefo re be said that improvements in their li ves 

are determined by the improvement of diversified agricultural activities. 

Further investigation was also made on the types of agricultural activities respondents were 

engaged in and the level of their contribution to household income. Tables 6 (a to c) summarize 

the major agricultural income the households enjoyed. The households harvested diversified 

products from agricultural activities. Table 6(a) shows that, 88.8% of the sample respondents 

mostly participated in the acti vities of agricultural productions. 

Table 6 (a): Agricultural Production 
Level of production Years ofinvolvements (%) Total 

Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 N= 116 
N=23 N = 28 N=48 N=5 N = 12 

Very High 65.2 7 1.4 66.7 30 66.7 68.1 
High 21.7 25 18.3 - 25 20.7 
Low - - 2.1 - - 0.9 
Very - 3.6 2.1 - - 1.7 
No respon ses 13 - 10.4 20 8.3 8.6 

Therefore, eight, 'ut of ten respondents 'lighly enjoyed their income from crop production, which 

included Wheat, Teff, Chickpea, etc as the major products. Only 2.6% of respondents reported 

crop production not constituting the largest share of their household income. 

Animal husbandry is another source of income for the respondents. This included selling of 

animals and animal products (milk, butter, cheeps). I assured through observation that, women 

clients fa tten sheep, goats, and oxen for sa le. 
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Table 6 (b): Animal husbandry Production 
Level 0/ production Years of involvements (%) Total 

Year I Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 N= 116 
N=23 N=28 N = 48 N=5 N = 12 

Very Hi gh 2 1. 7 39.3 6.3 20 25 19.8 
High 8.7 28.6 29.2 40 25 25 
Medium 8.7 3.6 14.6 - 8.3 9.5 
Low 39. 1 25 29.2 20 25 29.3 
Very Low 8.7 3.6 10.4 - 8.3 7.8 
No respor:. se 13 - 10.4 20 8.3 8.6 

As it is shown in Table 6 (b) 44. 8% of the respondents got their higher income from animal 

products where as 37.1 % of them got minimum income from animal products. The income level 

from the sale of animal products was, however, highly dependent on the factor of ava il ability of 

infrastructure such as transportation facilities, markets and roads. Besides, the quality of their 

products also had significant impact on the benefits obtained from the sa le of animal and ani ma l 

products. 

The analysis of the income from animal husbandry did not show differences among the sample 

cl ients, Hence, the effect of MF on the activity of anima production was mixed, that is, some of 

them benefited wilile others did not. 

It is traditionall y practiced by farmers in rural Ethiop ia that, those who don't capable to plough or 

do not have an ox give thei r land for the able person and share the products. Some clients in Adea 

worked practiced the thin. Accordingly, Table 6( c) below indicates that about 3 1 % of the sample 

respondents stated that their major income was obtained from the share of land cultivated by 

others. The remaining (51. 7%) respondent' s income that shared from land cultivated by others 

was reported as lower. 

Table 6 (c): Share from Land Cultivated by Others 
Level 0/ production Years o/involvements (%) Total 

Year I Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 N= 116 
N = 23 N=28 N = 48 N = 5 N = 12 

Very Hi gh - 2 1.4 6.3 - 8.3 8.6 
Hi gh 30.4 17.9 18.3 20 33.3 22.4 
Medium 4.3 - 12.5 - - 6 
Low 21.3 25 20.8 40 16.7 22.4 
Very Low 30.4 32.1 29.2 20 25 29.3 
No respon se 13 3.6 12.5 20 16.7 11.2 
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The analysis of the above discuss ion showed that the products of the households were diversified, 

which, in tW'n, diversifies income sources and increase income of the household. With increasing 

income sources, and therefore increasing income, there is high opportunity for households to 

satisfy some of their basic needs eventually contributing to reduced poverty. 

In each category of sources of income, women clients expressed the level their opinion about 

their and their household's life improvements. However, women clients could not exactly express 

their benefits in terms money va lue. Hence, further impact assessment is essential. 

c. Changes in level of household income 

One of the measures of loan effectiveness is its ability to generate income to its clients. An 

increased in income can be an ingredient for better life. Accordingly, the trends in the income 

level of sample clients for the last 12 months were also studied. The sample cli ents were asked to 

report changes in the level of their household income and the result has been shown in Table 7. 

Table 7: Changes in Income of Respondents within the last 12 Months 

Respollse No % 
Significantly increased 53 45.7 
No change 33 28.4 
Significantly decreased 22 19 
No response 8 6.9 
Group. Total 116 100 

Table 7 clearly reveals that the number of respondents whose income increased for the last 12 

months was less than half of the total number of respondents, but, it is possible to see that a 

relati vely bigger proportion of respondents (45 .7%) reported that their income had significantly 

increased in the last 12 months whil e 22(19%) reported significant decrease in income. Out of the 

total sample cli ents, 33 (28.4%) did not see any change in their household income within a year's 

time. 6.9% of the respondents did not express their status of income for the last 12 months. These 

groups may take the loan for other purposes than investment. 

• As already mentioned, the income level of 45.7% of the cli ents had reportedly increased in the 

past 12 months. The income of these respondents may have shown increment due to better access 
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to markets, good agricultural products, or due to starting of new business or expanding the 

existing business, etc. Easy access to market and quality of products playa determinant role in 

increasing inc.on,e in the rural area. [n contrast, those clients whose income significantly 

decreased for the past 12 months may have been due to utilization of loan for consumption 

purposes or due to such factors as seasonal fluctuations (high rain or drought) or it could also 

have been due to the problem of access to market or due to small size of the loan or any other 

related variab les. 

The proportion of household income from the business is another indicator of loan effectiveness. 

Accordingly, Annex 19 indicates that more than 50% of sample respondents reported that all of 

their income was obtained from the business. About 28.4% of the respondents disagree with the 

assumption that all of the income was from the loan while 19.8% did not respond to the question 

For more than half of borrowers, household income was highly dependent on the business they 

run. 

d. Status of Savings 

MF services become more effective and sustainable if they include and encourage other services 

such as savings. To assess the status of saving among the clients, respondents were asked about 

the way they participate in saving and the result compiled in Table 8. Accordingly, the majority 

of the sample clients participated in either compulsory or vo luntary saving services in Adea 

branch. 

Table 8: Saving Situations of the Sample Respondents 

Savill~ types by respolI(/ell Is Number % 
Compulsory savings 116 100 
Both volunt~ and compulsory savings 41 35.3 

Compulsory saving is a prerequisite for the clients to be the member of MF[s including OCSSCo. 

Hence, as Table 8 portrays, all (116) of the respondents were participating in compulsory 

savings. Others, 41 (35.3%) were participating in both compulsory and vo luntary savings. 

Voluntary savings among the sample clients were .insignificant. Tlus may be because of the low 

awareness and cu lture of saving in banks, which is common among rural people in the country. 

However, compulsory savings can encourage the clients to save and therefore increase their 
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awareness and culture of voluntary saving. In this case, MFls have to playa significant role that 

would ensure their financia l sustainability and outreach to bring about measurable impacts. 

Clients save for different purposes. 

There is a sign of savings through buying animals, which is common way of saving money in 

rural areas. Therefore, the MFs that they engaged in show little improvements on vo luntary 

savings. During the FGDs the participants said that they save for different purposes such as loan 

repayment, safety purposes, ceremonial purposes, to buy anima ls, and others (see Annexes 20 a 

to e). 

iii. Impacts of MFs on Women 

a. I mpacts on Asset Ownership 

Asset ownership and control is one of the variables that can indicate women's economIc 

empowerment. Assessment of the trends of respondents' asset control showed positive 

relationship with participation in OCSSCo services. 

Accordingly, Table 9 shows that, out of 116 respondents, 60.3% of them reported that their level 

of household asset control is very high after participating in OCSSCo. As the same Table reveals, 

12.9 % of them reported that their level of controlling household asset is high. 

Table 9: Wife Owned Household Assets 

Levels of ownership Years O[illvolvelllents (%) Total 
Year I Year , Year J Year ;I Year , N= 116 

N=23 N = 28 N=48 N = 5 N = 12 
Very High 52.2 53.6 66.7 60 66.7 60.3 
High 26. I 14.3 8.3 - 8.3 12.9 
Medium 8.7 17.9 6.3 - - 8.6 
Low 4.3 7. I 14.5 40 - 10.3 
Very Low 4.3 3.6 - - 16.7 3.5 
No response 4.3 3.6 4.2 - 8.3 4.3 

About 13.8% of the sample respondent's leve l of ownership of household asset is low. The trend 

of positive opinion on women's asset management shows positive relationship with the length of 

involvement of the respondents in the program. Higher level of improvement, for instance, had 

increased from 52.2% in the first year to 66.7% in the fifth year. The informant discussants 
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witnessed that the clients of OCSSCo owned some basic assets such as bed, radio etc. These 

groups also assured that those cl ients who stayed in the program improved the standard of their 

living houses. 

As shown in Annex 21, 30.5% of respondents reported that both wife and husband own the 

household assets. Large number of the respondents (40.2%) explained that the level of jointly 

controlling the asset is very low. 

The findings of this study show that the asset ownership trends of the sample respondents have 

positive relationship with the loan they are provided among the clients of all years. Hence, the 

services they are rendered contributed a lot in women economic empowerments. 

b. Impacts on Personal Empowerments 

One of the MFs' impact indicators is women's participation in socio-economic affairs at different 

levels (women's empowerment). To know their level of participation in different committees of 

associations, questions were raised and their responses given have been presented in Table 10. 

At all levels, the participation of women cli ent in different committees of assoc iati ons was less 

than fifty percent. For instance, in women 's association only 45 (38.8%) of the respondents 

reported that they have participated in women association committees where as 42(36.2%) of 

them said that tLey participated in farmer associations. About 50 (43. 1%) of the respondents 

reported that they did not have any partic ipation in different committees. 

Table 10: Participation in Committees (N = 116) 

Participation in Committees of different Yes % 
associations 

In women assoc iation 45 38.8 

[n farmer association 42 36.2 

No participation 50 43.1 

However, better participations are observed in women and farmer associations. During the FGDs, 

many women expressed the opinion as the association leaders and commi ttee members should be 

male. They replied that" . . . males have ,tlore power to implement committee affairs than women. 
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so we do not need 10 be elected in committees except in women's associations". This is an 

indication of the lack of awareness on their rights as depicted by low self-image on the part of the 

women client8. 

The implication of the respondents' low participation in different decision-making positions of 

the associations is may be the result of cultural barriers and their lack of awareness on their role 

in socio-economic activities. The majority of them wanted to implement only what the male 

decided to do. Although the contributions from participation in the MFls had not been 

investigated, it is possible to say that the MF intervention could not fully bring about needed 

change in terms of self-outlook and awareness on rights in the majority of women clients. 

Therefore, one of the duties ofMFIs (intervention) should be to work hard to enhance the level of 

women's consciousness about their rights and their different roles in the society. 

In a similar maILler, the effects of par.icipation in the MF service on other areas of women's 

soc ial and personal empowerment has also been assessed by the study. The perceptions of clients 

regarding their social , and personal empowerment have been presented using Tables 11 (a to g). 

Table II(a) shows that 53.5% of the respondents agreed that the micro finance services they have 

been provided had increased positive attitude of the spouses towards women. But, a significant 

number of the cli ents did not confirm development of positive attitude on the pmi of their spouse 

as demonstrated by proportion of responses indicated in the table. 

Table 11 (a): Increased Positive Attitude of Spouses 

Degree of Years ofinvolvements 0 the clients (%) Total 

agreement Year I Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 N = 116 

N=23 /I, = 28 N=48 N = 5 N= 12 

Strongly Agree 26. 1 50 27.1 40 8.3 30.2 

Agree 21.7 32.1 14.6 - 50 23.3 

Neither Agree 26.1 3.6 - - 8.3 7. 1 

Nor Di sagree 
Di sagree 13 3.6 4.2 - - 5.2 

Strongly Di sagree 8.7 3.6 - - - 2.6 

No response 4.3 7. 1 54.2 60 33.3 31 
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Table II (b) portrays that a little more than 60% of the respondents reported an increased 

participation in household decisions after participation in the loan program. Others, 3.4% did not 

agree with improvements in decision-makings in the household affairs. 

Table II(b): Increased Women Participation in Household Decisions 

Degree of agreement Years ofinvolvements (%) Total 

Year I Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 
N= 116 

N= 2; N=28 N= 48 N=5 N = 12 

Strongly Agree 26.1 50 12.5 20 8.3 24.1 

Agree 69.6 35.7 29.2 20 25 37.9 

Neither Agree Nor - 3.6 2.1 - 8.3 2.6 

Disagree 
Disagree - - - - 16.7 1.7 

Strongly Disagree 4 .3 - - - 8.3 1.7 

No response - 10.7 56.3 60 33.3 31.9 

The percent of clients who did not give their responses was 3 1.9%. Moreover, it was possible to 

see that participation in household decision-makings decreased with increase in years of 

involvement, which is the opposite of the expected change. 

Table II (c) rev<~ls that 38% of the respondents perceived that their participation in MF services 

has decreased quarrels with their spouse, whi le 24.2% of the respondents did not. Here too, about 

one-third of the respondents (31.9%) did not give any response on this issue. 

Table 11 c): Decreased Quarrel with Spouse 

Degree of Years 0 involvements (%) Total 

agreement Year I Year 1 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 N= 

N= 23 N= 28 N = 48 N=5 N= 12 116 

S trongl y Agree 52.2 28.6 2.1 - 8.3 19 

Agree 8.7 17.9 20.8 20 33.3 19 

Neither Agree Nor 17.4 17.9 4.2 20 16.8 12 .1 

Disagree 
Disagree 13 14.3 12.5 - 8.3 12 .1 

Strongly Disagree 8.7 10.7 4.2 - - 6 

J"!2. re~~onse - 10.7 56.3 60 33.3 31.9 

From the above presentation, it could be inferred that although participation in the program has 

its own contributions in improving the relationship between spouses, large number of clients did 

not benefit in this regard. 
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Another issue of personal empowerment that was assessed was the clients' perception whether 

participation in the MF service has increased their self-image or not. Accordingly, as Table II (d) 

reveals that more than half (59.5%) of the women interviewed believe that their self-image has 

improved as a result of participating in the program. 

Table II (d): Increased Self-image 
Degree of Years oJjnvolvements (%) Total 
agreement Year f Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 N = 116 

N = 23 N = 28 N= 48 N = 5 N = 12 
Strongly Agree 65.2 57.1 14.7 - 16.7 34.5 
Agree 30.4 25 22.9 20 25 25 
Neither Agree Nor 4.3 3.6 4.2 20 8.3 5.2 
Disagree 
Disagree - 3.6 2.1 - 8.3 2.6 
Strongly Disagree - - 2.1 - 8.3 1.7 
No response - 10.7 54.2 60 33.3 31 

However, the fact that the proportion of clients that did not positively respond was high, as 

shown in Table II , and the fact that even the reported positive change was seen to be inversely 

related to time of involvement of participants, it is possible to say that participation in the 

program alone could not suffic iently improve client' s self-image. Lack of education, backward 

societal outlooks, and other factors may have negatively affected acquisition and sustenance of 

positive self-image (personal empowerment) . Hence, even if there were improvements, sti ll a 

large number of clients need further support. 

In terms of whether there had been improvements in accessing and usage of health serVices, 

about 70% of respondents reported that the provided loan had improved their access to health 

services (Table II e). It could be said that the intervention of OCSSCo has contributed to 

women's improved access to health services. But it is difficult to conclude that the improvement 

was a direct result of increased income as external factors may also have their own contribution. 

One of such factors could be increase access to health facilities due to efforts made by other 

actors including government. 
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Table II (e): Access to Health Services Increased 
Degree 0/ Years ofinvolvements (%) Total 
agreement Year I Year ] Year J Year 4 Year 5 N= 11 6 

N = 23 N=28 N=48 N = 5 N= 12 
Strongly Agree 52.2 50 10.4 - 16.7 28.5 
Agree 43.5 32. 1 50 20 33.3 41.4 
Neither Agree - 14.3 12.5 20 8.3 10.4 
Nor Disagree 
Disagree 4.3 - 14.6 40 33.3 12.1 
Strongly - - - - - 0 
Disagree 
No response - 3.6 12.5 20 8.3 7.8 

Table II (f) below portrays the responses on whether participation in the MF services had 

increased children's enrolment in schools. Accordingly, about 72.5% of the respondents reported 

that their participation in MF services had increased their children educational access . These 

improvements was checked during the FGDs and said that, many clients children's educational 

enrollments high •. , increased since they 1cquired a potential to cover the necessary expenses: The 

OCSSCo staff members also witnessed about the improvements. 

Table II (I : Children's Education Increased 
Degree 0/ Years o/involvements Total 
agreement Year I Year ] Year J Year 4 Year 5 N= 116 

N=23 N=28 N= 48 N=5 N= 12 
Strongly Agree 52.2 53.6 22.9 20 16.7 35.4 
Agree 39.1 32. 1 39.6 20 41.7 37.1 
Neither Agree Nor 8.7 7. 1 16.7 20 8.3 12 .1 
Disagree 
Disagree - 3.6 1.4 20 25 9.5 
Strongly Disagree - - 1.4 - - 4. 3 
No response - 3.6 - 20 8.3 2.6 

The program appears to have significant contributions to improving children 's educational 

enrollment; increased awareness and importance of education may also be a factor in addition to 

improved income attained as a result of the MF services . 

c. Impacts on Investments Alternatives 

Investing on different household issues could be considered as one of the indicators of income 

improvements. In thi s study, sample clients were interviewed about the size and type of their 
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major investment. As it is shown in Annex 22, the majority, 83.6%) of the sample respondents 

presented that their school investment cost them up to Birr 500. Regarding their medical 

investment, the majority (93.1 %) of the sample respondents also invested an amount of Birr up to 

500. 

Clothing and ceremonial investments also took high amount of money. Accordingly, 109(94%) 

of the sample re~pondents reported that they invested up to BilT 1000 per year for purchasing 

clothes. Three-forth of the respondents invested up to Birr 500 for ceremonial purposes such as 

for weeding, funeral , dowry etc (Annex 22). The amount of expenses for other household affairs 

was also significant. About 96(82.8%) and 14(12.1 %) of the sample respondents reported that 

they invested up to Birr 500, and Bin· 500 to 1000 for household uses respectively (Annex 22). 

The ability to maintain the house in which they live is one of the variab les that indicate better life 

standards. Accordingly, 80(69%) of the respondents replied that they invested a maximum of Birr 

500 for house maintenance. While 20.7% reported maintenance cost of BilT 50 I to 1000, the rest, 

10.4% of the sample respondents, revealed house maintenance investments of more than Birr 

1000. 

Ceremonial and clothes had the highest average investments of Birr 500 and 545 respectively. 

House maintenance also took the higher mean of investment. Medical investment was the least of 

all. The mode of the investment on house maintenance was Birr 300 whereas it was Birr 500 for 

cloth as well as ceremonial investments (Annex 23) . 

The higher the investment on consumption, the lower the savmgs, this later leads to less 

investment on productive purposes. The Ethiopian culture encourages higher investments on 

ceremonial affairs (consumption) than investment on productive purposes. Thus, this higher 

consumption leads to lower loan utili zation for the intended purposes and results in low income 

and increased poverty. From the discuss ion we can conclude that the cli ents invested more on 

non-productin plJ"poses such as ceremcnial , school clothing, and household goods. It is difficult 

for them to save for further productive investments. 
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d. Impacts on Living Standards 

It is obvious that income alone cannot show improvements in standard of life although it is lIsed 

as an ingredient. The impact of MF interventions could best be recognized if they have 

contributions in creating capacity to improve the life standards (well beings) of the clients. 

The study therefore attempted to detennine whether the living standard of clients had improved 

or not by using different indicators and the results have been summarized in Table 12. 

Accordingly, 69(59.5%) of the sample clients' access to water had improved. 

When we see the sanitation status 66(56.9%) of them reported that they had seen improvements. 

Regarding the li" ing house, out of th~ total of 116 respondents, 85(73.3%) reported that the 

condition of their house did not show any improvement. 

Table 12: Impacts on the Livelihood of Sample Clients 

Levels o{improvements (%) 
Types of changes Improved Not improved No response GrouD Total 

NQ. % NQ. % NQ. % NQ. % 

Access to water 69 59.5 47 40.5 - - 116 100 

Status of sanitation 66 56.9 39 33 .6 11 9.5 116 100 

Living-house 23 19.8 85 73.3 8 6.9 116 100 

standards 

Access to lledical 58 5(1 32 27.6 26 22.4 116 100 

services 

School attendance 72 62.1 41 35.5 3 2.6 116 100 

Access to medical services had showed improvements as reported by half of the respondents. 

72(62.1 %) of the sample clients said that their children's school attendance had improved. 

The OCSSCo staff members and the focus group discussions held with both women clients and 

infOimant groups expressed their feelings about the impact of OCSSCo that, the maj ority of the 

client's living situations showed greater improvements after they participate in the program while 

few of them did not show any change. 
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The above analysis reveals that the livelihood of most clients in terms of access to water, status of 

sanitation , children educational enro llment and medical services had shown slight improvements. 

Even if the magnitude of changes or improvements quantitatively not explained, it is poss ible to 

conclude qualitati vely based on the additional evidences obtained from FGDs, interviews and 

through physical observation that, the changes occurred on the livelihood of women cli ents and 

their households among the majority of the cli ents are due to the intervention of OCSSCo. 

However, still a large nUlllber of sample clients felt that they did not see any change on their 

livelihoods. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR FINDINGS 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1. Summar:' of the Major Findings 

Most of the clients and their households are in the categories of reproductive age. In terms of 

educational level, three-forth of the respondents is illiterate. This study identified that, most of 

the clients are engaged in agriculture and agriculture related activities due to less opportunities of 

other off-fatm activities. Most of women clients are married. They are also breadwinner of the 

households. 

Most of the clients of OCSSCo stayed in the program for two and more years. As the time of 

involvement increases the number of clients ' decreases may be due to two major reasons. One of 

the reasons is could be success with the program where as the other reason is due to their default. 

It is also understood from FGDs and interviews that; the size of the loan the clients took is small 

to change the livelihood of the women clients and their households. Even if the size of the loan is 

small, life improvements are observed on the women clients and their households, particularly on 

those clients that participated in the program for 3 and above years. Loan trends show slight 

improvements in terms of size. 

Those of the first year and the second year clients actually used the taken loan for the purposes 

they have bOlTowed. In contrast to this, more than half of the fourth and the fifth year clients used 

the loan for consumption purposes. 

Asset ownership is a critical element for women in reducing their economic vulnerabilities. Most 

of the clients have different basic assets such as oxen, donkey, sheep, bed, etc. The income of the 

majority of the cl,ent's is dependant or. their business and has shown improvements for the last 

12 months. In other words, most of the women client' s/household 's who pat1icipated in the 

business have shown significant improvements in income. Hence, more than 50% of the clients 
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of the first, second and third year client 's of all income is from the business they run. The main 

source of income is diversifi ed agricultural products which included crop and cereal products, 

animal fattening, tree planting etc. Cereal and crop production take the largest share among the 

products of the majority of the clients. 

Saving is one of the practi ces of MFls servIces used to ensure the sustainability of the 

institutions. The number of women clients in Adea branch that started to save vol untarily is less. 

In the study area, clients save main ly for loan repayment, safety purposes, ceremonial purposes, 

to buy animals etc. The situation and trends of saving, and the purposes are simi lar among the 

clients of all years. The low status of voluntary saving is the indication of little awareness and 

attitudinal changes of clients toward savings. Hence, MFls in general and OCSSCo in particular 

have to work harder to build awareness and positive attitude so as beneficiaries exploit the 

potential advantages of the saving practice. 

Women's involvements in MFls slightly improved their social, economIc and persona l 

empowerments. For instance, in this case, we can say that OCSSCo contributed more in women's 

extrinsic empowerments. This shldy ident.ified that more than half of the client's stahls of 

sanitation, access to medical services and children school enrollments had improved. The houses 

in which they li ve, the water they drink (access and quality) show slight improvements due to 

other intervention, that is, government. 

The impact of MF services can be measured in terms of attitudinal changes brought about on the 

clients. In thi s regard, the intervention of OCSSCo had positively changed the attitudes of 

husbands toward their wife. Regarding personal empowerments, most of the women clients felt 

greater self-respect and satisfaction (intrinsically empowered) due to the fact that they were able 

to run their own income generating activities. 

They promised not to lose the independent identity they acquired and decided to go forward . The 

micro finance services might help clients to smooth their conswnption. During the foc us group 

discussions, the clients portrayed that "if we had 1101 been provided wilh financial services by 

OCSSCo, our children would have remained behind cattle's tails". They also expressed the 
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importance of OCSSCo services as "OCSSCo saved our children 's life by enabling us to buy 

medicine ". 

The sustainabilitv of any program is improved if its effects consistently serve the participants. 

The study identified that the major services for the women cli ents in the area is finance. Other 

types of MFs such as information provision, extension and technical advice, business 

management trainings etc are insignificant. 

6.2. Recommendations 

The size of the loan the MFls provided for their cli ents particularly in rural areas is small. That is, 

it cannot match with the current market situations. Therefore, great attention should be given for 

loan size improvements to maximize the benefits of mutual interest. Most of the clients all 

income depends on the business they run. Agriculture is the basis on which the clients invest their 

loan. Hence, diversified agriculture is practiced among the clients. Other off-farm activities are 

insignificant in t" e area. 

Using the loan for the intended purposes is very important for the clients to improve their life. 

Some clients do not use the credit for productive purposes. There are some resource poor 

households who use it for other consumption, such as school expenses during the beginning of 

New Year since this time is not the harvest time. This situation can be by-passed only if the 

clients have got other opportunities dW'ing difficult periods. Therefore, it is expected from 

OCSSCo to follow its clients and be part of the so lution of their problems during critical times 

(demand based approach) . 

Providing financial service alone cannot ensure the li fe improvement dreams. Therefore, the 

micro finance ir -titutions and other potential actors should think how the MFs could be more 

effective. In this regard, the institution should collaborate with others and provide different ski ll 

based trainings, business oriented information and counseling services. Besides, strict follow up 

of the clients, different incentive mechanisms for those clients who succeeded with the program 

is important to motivate clients to work hard toward the set goal. To do this, the coordination of 

di fferent actors is crucial. 
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Capital accumulation of the MFls mainly ensured through savings. This leads to sustainability of 

the services. Therefore, great attention should be given by OCSSCo to mobilize the untouched 

resources tlu·ough vo luntary sav ings. The impact of MF services can be more effective if it is 

supported by research . The current situation shows that there are no as such critical impact 

assessments done in Ethiopia. Attention should be given for off-farm activities sllch as petty 

trade, handcrafts and market oriented products to linkage the rural clients with urban consumers. 

Finally, great att.~'1tion should be given for impact assessments by OCSSCo to supp0I1 and even 

to re-design the income generating acti vities that can ensure its poverty alleviation activities and 

increase its outreach and depth of services. 
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Annexes 

Annex I: Sununarized Financial Performance ofOCSSCo (1996/97-2004/05) 

Years NQ. Of cli ents Loan di sbursed Repayment Savings 
(both male and In Birr rate mobili zed 

female) In % In Birr 
1996/97 1,529 815,926 100 115,414 
1997/98 9,165 8,686,221 100 1,200,000 
1998/99 22,995 1,76 1, 1135 98.5 2,720,000 

1999/000 29,450 2,761 ,5441 97 4,303,500 
2000/01 38,186 38,276,108 98.90 6,187,241 
2001102 42,120 41,160000 98 9 963,645 
2002/03 62,188 62,286,970 95 11 , 477, 881 
2003104 86,998 R8,636, 69763 99.15 16575,369.91 
2004/05 125,782 134,248, 827 99.15 28,534,796 

Source: Annual rep0l1 of OCSSCo, 1996/97-2004/05 

Annex 2: Total Loan Disbursed in Adea Branch for the year's 2000101-2004/05 

Year Amount of loan disbursed in Birr by Sex 
For male For female Total loan 

Birr Cents Birr Cents Birr Cents 
2000/01 454,850 00 59,3 10 00 514,160 00 
2001102 1,123,310 00 145880 00 1,269,190 00 
2002/03 2,153,190 00 2,99,450 00 2,452 ,640 00 
2003/04 2,494,630 00 378,180 00 2,872,780 00 
2004/05 2620,110 000 459,950 00 3080,060 00 

Source: Annual report of Adea branch of OCSSCo, 2000/0 1- 2004/05 . 

Annex 3: ; . urposes of the loan (%) 

Purpose of the loan % 
Purchase of farm oxen 19.01 
Animal fatting 18.71 
Faml and land rent 18.62 
Fertilizer purchase 15 .35 
Petty trade 14.12 
Purchase of selected seeds 6.86 
Dairy cow 6.00 
House cart 0.78 
Animal Husbandry. 0.35 
Tractor rent 0.20 

Source: Annual Report of Adea Branch of OCSSCo. (2005 ) 
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Years 

2001102 
2003/04 
2004/2005 
Total 

Almex 4: Trends of Savings Mobilizations in Adea Branch 

Year Amount saved in birr 
Compulsory Percent Voluntary Percent Total 

savings savings savings 
2000101 - - 54,995 
2001 /02 11 53,585 92 13,449 8.05 167,037 
2002/03 305, 168 91 30,288 9 335,456 
2003/04 366,447 88 .5 47,61 9 11.5 414,066 
2004/05 287,433 80.8 68,214 19.2 355,647 

1 327,201 
Source: Annual report o f Adea branch of O CSSCo 2000101-2004/05 

Annex 5: Insurance paid out for Deceased Clients for the Years 2001 /02 -2004/05 

Amount of Birr claimed by sex Clients Deceased No of Quitted 
Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female 

17,062 .79 4,327.76 21,390.55 13 4 142 142 67 

11 ,363.85 2,473. 35 13,837.20 8 2 10 385 70 
28,426.64 6,801.11 35227.75 21 6 27 525 137 

Source: Annual n ' ort of Adea branch of 0CSSCo. 200 1102-2004/05) 

Annex 6: Trends of Dropout Clients in Adea Branch 
Year Number of Drop out cli ents by sex 

Male Female 
2000101 24 5 
200 1102 38 15 
2002/03 80 47 
2003/04 368 63 
2004/05 383 70 

Source: Annual report of Adea branch ofOCSSCo, 20001-2004105 

A nnex 7 A G .ge roups 0 fS IR ample d espon ents 111 Y ears 
Years of invol vements 

Age Year I Year 2 Y ear J 
calegory 

N = 23 N = 28 N = 48 
No. % No. % No. % 

20 - 29 - - I 3.6 4 8.3 
30 - '9 8 30.1 5 1".9 5 10.4 
40 - 49 6 26.1 5 17.9 16 33.3 
50 - 59 6 26. 1 I I 39.3 14 29.2 
60 - 69 2 8.7 5 17.9 18 16.7 
70 - 79 I 4.4 I 3.6 II 2. 1 
Total 23 100 28 100 48 100 

Source: From documents of OCSSCo, 2005 

Where N=number 
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Year 4 

N = 5 
No. % 

2 40 
I 20 
- -

I 20 
I 20 
- -

5 100 

%) 
Year 5 

N = 12 
No. % 

I 8.3 
3 2.5 
4 33.3 
2 16.7 
2 16.7 
- -

12 100 

Total 
29 
53 
127 
431 
453 

Group 
Total 

No. % 

8 6.9 
22 19 
3 1 26 .7 
34 29. 3 
18 15.5 
3 2.6 

116 100 

Total 
209 

453 
662 



Annex 8: Household Member's Age in Years (%) 

Age category of the households Percent of famil y 
sIze 

I - 15 years 40.1 
N= 266 
16 - 49 years 47.1 
N = 313 
Above 49 years 12.8 
N = 85 

Where N=number 

Annex 9: Educational Level (%) 
Years of involvements (%) 

Educational level Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 
N = 23 N = 28 N = 48 N = 5 N = 12 N=116 

Illiterate 69.6 85.7 77.8 60 66.7 75.9 
Grades 1 - 4 26. 1 10.7 18.8 40 16.7 19 
Grades 5 - 8 - 3.6 4.2 - 16.7 4.3 
Grades 9 - 12 4.3 - - - - 0.9 

Total 
group 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Where N-number 

Annex 10: Household s' by Educational Level (%) 
Education~.\ s:"tus Years of involvp.ments 

of households 
Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

N= 148 N-I73 N~255 N~26 N-n 
N=67 
4 

Illiterate 42.6 46.2 45 .9 53.9 51.4 46.1 

Grades 1 - 6 31.8 36.4 34.9 27 29.2 33.7 

Grades 7 - 12 25 .7 17.3 19.2 19.2 19.4 20.2 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Where N=number 
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· Al.lleX 11: Marital Statu.,es of the Sample Respondents (%) 
Marital status Years of involvements Total N 

Year 1 Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 = 116 
N = 23 N = 28 N = 48 N= 5 N = 12 

MalTied 39. 1 71.4 64.6 80 75 62.9 
Unmarri ed 4.3 - 2.1 - - 1.2 
Divorced 26. 1 21.4 20.8 20 16.7 21.6 
Others such as 30.4 7. 1 12.5 - 8.3 13.4 
separated 

Where N=number 

Annex 12: Respondents Status in the Household (%) 

Status of Years of involvements 
respondents in Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 
HouseLold N=23 N=28 N=48 N=5 N=12 N=116 

Household 87 75 91.7 100 66.7 84.5 
Head 
House-wife 13 25 8.3 - 33 .3 15.5 

Where N=number 

Al11lex 13: Average Distances of Respondents from the Wereda Town (%) 
Respondents by Years of involvements 

Distance in Year I Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 Total 
km. N = 23 N =28 N = 48 N= 5 N = 12 N= 11 6 

No % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
0- 10 10 43.5 5 17.9 12 25 I 20 I 8.3 29 25 
11 - 15 II 47.8 20 71.4 22 45 .8 2 40 5 41.7 60 51.7 
16 - 20 I 4.3 I 3.6 13 27.1 - - 3 25 18 15.5 
21 - 25 I 4.3 2 7.1 I 2.1 2 40 - 25 9 7.8 

Where N=number 

Annex 14: Respondents Occupations (%) 

Years of involvements (%) 

Occupation Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Years Total 
N=23 N=28 N=48 N=5 N=12 N= 11 6 

Farmers 87 85 .7 91.7 100 100 90.5 
House wife 4.3 7.1 4.2 - - 4.3 
Self 8.7 7. 1 4.2 - - 5.2 
employment 

Where N-number 
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Annex 15: Major Purposes of the Loan (%) 
Major purposes of Respondents b years of involvements (%) Group Total 

borrowing Year I Year 2 Year ) Year 4 Year 5 N = 116 
N = 23 N = 28 N = 48 N = 5 N = 12 

For Agriculture 13 2 1.4 37 .5 60 66.7 32 .8 
and agriculture 
related 
For buying oxen 30.4 2 1.4 14.6 20 33.3 21.6 
For both purposes 43.5 50 39.6 20 - 37. 1 
For other purposes 8.7 - 2.0 - - 2.6 
(petty trade, hand 
craft etc) 
No response 4.3 7. 1 6.3 - - 5. 1 
Group Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Where N=number 

Annex 16: Actual Uses of the Loan (%) 
AChlally used loan Respondents bv yeas of involvements (%) 

Year I Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 

N = 23 N = 28 N = 48 N = 5 N = 12 
For workil',g 82.6 64.3 33.3 40 25 46.6 
capital 
For consumption 4.3 10.7 37.5 60 58.3 27.6 
For both 13 25 25 - 16.7 20.7 
No response - - 4.2 - - 1.7 

Where N=number 

Annex 17: Trends of Loan Repayments of Sample Respondents (%) 

Do you pay your loan on time? N % 

Yes 104 89.7 

No 9 7. 8 

No responses 3 2.5 

Group Total 11 6 100 
-:-. 
Where N=number 
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Annex 18: Assets of the Households (%) 
Types Years ofinvolvements Group 
Assets Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 
Owned N=23 N=28 N=48 N=5 N=12 N=116 
Table 47.8 64.3 35.4 60 66.7 49.1 
Radio 69.6 57.1 56.3 80 58.3 60.3 
Ox 82.6 96.4 95.8 100 75 91.4 
Bed 52.2 50 60.4 40 41.7 53.4 
Stove 17.4 21.4 22.9 0 8.3 19 
Goat 56.5 35.5 20.8 20 8.3 30.2 
Donkey 82.6 89.3 70.8 60 50 75 
Spade ~.7 7.1 22.9 0 33.3 16.4 
Chicken 69.6 60.7 10.4 60 41.7 39.7 
Hand-cart 52.2 17.9 60.4 0 0 39.7 

Where N-number 

Annex 19: Sample Clients whom all Income's are from the Business (%) 
Sample clients by years of involvements Total 

Responses Year I Year 2 Year ) Year 4 Year 5 N = 11 6 
N = 23 N = 28 N = 48 N = 5 N = 12 

Strongly Agree 21.7 50 22.9 - 16.7 28.5 
Agree 30.4 21.4 33 .3 40 16.7 28.5 
Neither Agree Nor - - 4.2 - - 1.7 
Di sagree 
Disagree 17.4 10.7 18.8 20 25 17.2 
Strongly Disagree 8.7 3.6 10.4 40 25 11.2 
No response 21.7 14.3 25 - 16.7 19.8 

W'lere N=number 

Annex (20(a): Save for Loan Repayment (%) 
Degree of agreement Years of involvements (%) Total 

Year I Year 2 Year ) Year 4 Year ; N= 116 
N= 23 N= 28 N= 48 N=5 N=12 

Strongly Agree 39.1 57.1 14.6 80 41.7 35.4 
Agree 30.4 28 .6 43.8 - 33.3 34.5 
Neither Agree Nor Disagree 4.3 - 8.3 - - 5.3 
Di sagree - - 10.4 - - 4.3 
Strongly Disagree - - 2.1 - - 0.9 
No response 26.1 14.3 20.8 20 25 20.7 

Where N=number 
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Annex 20 (b) : Save for Safety Purposes (%) 
Degree of agreement Years of in volvements (%) Total 

Year J Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 N = 116 
N= 23 N=28 N = 48 N = 5 N = 12 

Strong ly Agree 21.7 14.3 8.3 - 25 13.8 
Agree 34.8 25 45.8 40 25 36.2 
Neither Agree Nor Di sagree 4.3 25 16.7 - 8.3 14.7 
Di sagree 13 10.7 2. 1 40 8.3 8.6 
Strongly Disagree - 10.7 6.3 - 8.3 6 
No response 26.1 14.3 20.8 20 25 20.7 

Where N=number 

Annex 20 (c): save for Ceremonial Purposes (%) 
Degree of agreement Years of involvements (%) Total 

Year J Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 N= 116 
N=23 N = 28 N= 48 N=5 N = 12 

Strongly Agree 4 .3 7. 1 12.5 40 8.3 10.4 
Agree K8 42.9 39.6 40 33.3 38.8 
Nei ther Agree Nor Disagree 13 14.3 12.5 - 8.3 12. 1 
Di sagree 8.7 - 10.4 - 8.3 6.9 
Strongly Disagree 17.4 14.3 4.2 - 16.7 10.4 
No response 21.7 21.4 20. 8 20 25 21.6 

Where N=number 

Annex 20 (d): Save to Buy Animals (%) 
Degree of agreement Years of involvements (% Total 

Year J Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 N= 116 
N=23 N= 28 N= 48 N=5 N= 12 

Strongly Agree 43.5 28.6 31.3 80 33.8 35.4 
Agree 26.1 35.7 27. 1 33 .8 28.5 
Neither Agree Nor Disagree - 7. 1 12.5 - - 6.9 
Disagree 4.3 - 4.2 - 8.3 3.5 
Strongly Disagree 4.3 14.3 4.2 - - 6 
No respons] 21.7 14.3 20.8 20 25 19.8 
Where N=nllmber 

Annex 20(e): For Other Purposes (to earn interest rate, old age use etc .) (%) 
Degree of Years of involvements (%) Total 
agreement Year J Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 N = 11 6 

N=23 N=28 N=48 N= 5 N= 12 
Strongly Agree 34.8 21.4 20.8 - 8.3 20.7 
Agree 26. 1 35.7 33.3 80 58.3 37.1 
Neither Agree Nor 8.7 14.3 4.2 - - 6.9 
Di sagree 
Di sagree 8.7 - 10.4 - - 6 
Strongly Disagree - 7. 1 4.2 - - 3.5 
No response 21. 7 21.4 27. 1 20 33.3 25 

Where N=nllmber 
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Annex 21 : Owned by both Wife and Husband (%) 
Degree of Years of involvements (% Total 
agreement Year I Year 2 Year ) Year 4 Year 5 N= 116 

N= 23 N= 28 N= 48 N= 5 N=12 
Very High 30.4 42.9 25 40 8.3 29.3 
Hi gh - 14.3 10.4 20 25 11.2 
Mediull ! 8.7 14.3 16.7 20 25 15.5 
Low 30.4 2 1.4 35.4 20 8.3 27.6 
Very Low 26. 1 3.6 10.4 - 16.7 12.6 
No response 4.3 3.6 2.1 - 16.7 4.3 

Where N-number 

Annex 22: Trends ofInvestments of Sample Clients for the last 12 Months (%). 
Degree of agreement 

Expense category 
For school For medical For c10lh For ceremony For household For hOLise 

in bin" 
maintenance use 

No. % N!!. % NQ. % NQ. % NQ. % NQ. %1 

0 - 500 97 83.6 108 93.1 78 67.2 87 75 96 82.8 80 69 

50 1 - 1000 14 12 .1 3 2.6 31 26 .7 11 9.5 14 12 .1 24 20. 7 

1001 - 1500 1 0.9 4 3.5 4 3.5 3 2.6 3 2.6 6 5.2 

1501 - 2000 4 3.5 1 0.9 3 2.6 15 12 .9 3 2.6 6 5.2 

Group Tolal T 116 100 116 100 116 100 116 100 116 100 116 100 

Where N=number 

Annex 23 · Mean and Mode of the Investments 
Types of expenses 

Measurement For For For For For For hOllse 
types school Medical ceremony cloth household maintenance 

Mean 285 192 500 545 304 509 
Mode 100 100 500 5001 100 300 
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Appendixes 

Addis Ababa Un ivers ity Faculty of Bus in ess and Economics 
Regiolllll {1m/local Del1elopmelll Studies (RLDS) 

Code A 

Ill/ormario,,· T his quest ionnaire is intended to co ll ec t the si tuat ion of poor women o f Adea Wereda that invo lved in OCSSCo 
micro fin ance services. The stud y is in tended for an academic pu rpose only. The sample respondents are ex pected to reply fo r 
each question witho ut any influence. Writing the name of the respondents is not necessary. T he co rrect responses that each 
respondent provides are very crucia l for the rel iab ility of this st udy. T his ques tionnaire is fill ed on ly wi th the women cu rrently 
act ive ly partic ipate in the program. 

PART I: Generallllformatioll 
l. Circle the correct response you thi nk (Q I & 2) 

I. Marital status 
aI Married bl Unmarried cI Divorced dl Other 

2. Educational ,eve l 
al lll iterateb) I - 4c15-8 d/ 9 -1 2e/ above l2tl!grade 

ii, Fill th e correct response all th e lJHrCe provit/ed (Q 3 - 9) 
3. Residen t 

a. Kebele ___ _ b. Center ____ _ 

4. Age ---:-;:------c:-:---:--
5. Estimated distance of the home from the city of the wereda ,in km. ________ _ 
6. Year of Involvemen t in the Program 
7. How many times have you taken loan? _-;:-_____ _ 
8. What was the sizel amount of the fi rst loan? 
9 . W hat is the size! amount of the current loan?·----------

Enter a ll members of the household and Fill the tab le accordi ng ly. (Use the Lists code for Q uestions 11 ,15, and 
16). 

S. Name of the hh member Sex 10 Q.II Q.12 Q . IJ Q. 14 0 .15 0.16 
No. M~I Relation to the head of Age Literate Level of ed~ Ma rita l status Main 

F~2 the house hold Yes= 1 (number o f grades (see codes) occupation 
No = O completed) 

I 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I I 
12 

Codes (or qu estioll 11.15, alUl 16 

Code fo r Q.fI Code for Q.16 CodeforQ. 15 

Relatioll to the h ead of th e house h oltl Maill occupatioll Marilfll status 

6= daughter I = dependent 3= trader 1= married 1= fa ther 
2= mot her 

3= wife 
4= sister 
5= SOil 

7= husbanti 2= famler 4= da ily laborer 2= nOl married 
3= widowed 

4= divorced 
5= separated 

8= brother 5= se lf employee 6= others (spec ify) _ __ _ 
9= other, speci fy ___ _ 
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PA RT II : Loan hist'lrv 
I. Use Cod es to R es }(Jllse Questions 19 and 20. 

Loan prov ided from OCSSCO Q,17. Year taken ( 191 Q 18. Amount o f loan ta ken in birr Q 19. The purpose of loan 

Loan I 
Loan 2 
Loan 3 
Loan 4 
Loan 5 
Loan 6 
Loan 7 
Loan 8 
Loan 9 
Total 

Code {or O. J 9 
The purpose of the loall 

I = agricu lture (fattening, bee keeping, horticulture, polluters, purchase o f agricul tural inputs) 
2 = purchase o f oxen 
3 = purchase o f transport animals 
4 = trade (coffee, cereals, etc.) 
5;= hand icrafts cult ural clothes (dresses) 
6 = food proce::;s il',''' (i njera, bread , tea etc.) 
7 = sett ing other debts 
8 = for schoo l and medical expenses 
9 = others (spec ify) ___________________ _ 

Code {Ol' O. 20 
Actual lise of the loall 

I = working cap ital (for the intended purpose) 
2 = for no n-product ive act ivit ies includ ing house hold expenses 
3 = others (specify) _________ _ 

Q 20. Actual usc 01 

loan 

ii. For questioll 22 show YO /lr degree of agreemellf from strongly ag ree to strongly disagree by of mark accorlling to th e 
fa clOrs listed. 

Q.2/' Do you pay YOllr /oa l/ 011 time? / = yes. 2 = I/O 

0 .22. If "no" what are your reasons for not paying on time? (Show yo ur degree o f agreement) 
Faclors Level of Degrees of agreemelll 

StrongJyagree 5) Agree 4 Neither agree Nor Disagree () Disagree 2) Stron 'Jy dis;!"!'!,:!.' \ 
I .". crop failu re 
2 - death l il lness of household members 
3 - use money fo r consumptio n purposes 
4 - time inconvenient 
5 - lack of access to markets 
6 - ucfault of other members in the grouo 
7 -= payment o f other loans 

8 - others (speCIfy) ________ _ 

Part 111: Household activities 

oj Household Busilless 

I. for questions 23 ,26,29,31,37,36, 48 and 57 show your degree of agreement from strongl y agree to strongly d isagree 
by (.J) mark along listed factors. 

I I. Circ le the correc t response fo r the rest of the questions. 
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0.23. What are the rna'or reasons your think that contribute for the women to be poor in the area? 
Factors Level f!f Degrees of QJ!reemell/ 

Strongly agree (5) Agree (4) Nei ther agree Nor Disagree (3) Disagree (2) Strongly disagree (I) 
I - Lack of Education 
2 - Health problem 
3 - Decrease land productivity 
4 - Frequent drought 
5 - Lack of market 
6 - Large fam il y s ize 
7 - Early marri age 

8 - I f others, please mention _________ _ 

Q.24. Do yo u fun an enterprise? I = yes, 2 == no , if yes, please mention the type of enterprise you rull _______ _ 
Q.25. Do you face any problem (2) with the enterprise your rlln now'? 1 = yes 2= 11 0 

Q.26. If yes for question 24 please show your degree of agreement for the major prob lems YOll faced when started this 
? enterpnse. 

Factol'!>' Level of Degrees of uJ!reemell/ 

Slron~ly agree 5} Agree 4 Neither agree Nor Disagree 3 Disagree (2) Strongly disagree ( I J 

1- insurtic ient fund 
2- lack of experience in bus iness act ivit ies 
3- lack of inpu t 
4=disagreement with sp~)lIses Ifarnily problem 
5- 110 prob lem 

6 - I r others, please mention ;-_ _ ---, _ __ ---,-__ -;-
Q.27. With whom you run the enterp rise current ly yo u have? (Circle yo ur response) 

1= individuall y owned 3= with group members 
2= with relat ives 4= others (specify) c--:--:---;:--.---------:;:-

Q.28. What is (are) you r year(s) of experiences in business activit ies including the cu rrent one? 
1= < 2 years 2= 2 - 5 years 3= > 5 years 

b. Estimated expenditure, income and savings of the household. 
Q.29. Proportion of household income from the enterprise; (Please show your agreement from strongly agree to strongly 

di sagree) 
Fa ctors 

, 
Level of Deerees of fleJ·eemelll 

Strongly Agree Neither agree Nor Disagree Strongly di sag n 
agree (5) (4) Disagree (3) (2) (I) 

1- all incomes 
2- more th an 50 percent of incomes 
3- about one-fou rth 
4- negligible 

5 - I f others, please mentIon ;-:-::-___ --::-:-___ :-
Q.30. What was yo ur household's source of income rather than you r ent erprise for the last three years? 

J= agriculture (Go to 31) 3 = reli ef (Go to 32) 
2= self - employment (Go 10 33) 4= no other source of income. 

5 ~ other (specify) ,-__ _ 
Q.3I. If yo ur answer for Q.30 is I (agricul ture), show your degree of agreement about the Illost important sou rce you 

encountered? 

Faclors L evel of Def.!rees of af.!reemelll 
Strongly Agree Neither agree Nor Disagree Strongly disagn 
agree (5) (4) Disagree_(3)- (2) ( I) 

1- crop product io n 
2- horticultural product ion 
3:c sa le of animals lanimal prod ~rcts 

4- an imal products on ly 
5- tree p lan ting 
6 ....: grass production 
7- rent out animals 
8- share from land cultivated by others 

Q.32. If your answe r for Q.30 is 3 (relief), which one of these was the Illost impol1ant? (Circle) 
I = food aid 2= food for work program 3= cash for work program 
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Q.33. If your answer for Q.30 is 2 (self- employment). show the type of employing activities mai nly you are involved in. 

Q.34. 

I = petty trading 
2= food processing (i njera, bread (amhasha), tea) 
3= selling of fire wood, charcoal, animal dung 
4= handicraft !b lack smithl embroidery 
5= service g iving Ihai r dressing, barberry, others) 
6= Others (Specify) _,-,---:-:: __ ,-__ _ 
Has your income over the las\ J 2 months .. 
1= decreased (Go 10 35) 3"'" no citange 5= cannot be estimated . 
2= significantly increased (Go to 36) 4= significantly decreased 

Q.35. If decreased , what are the major reasons? (Express your degree of agreement) 
Factors Lel'el of Degreel' o{u/!reeltlellt 

Strongly agree (5 Agree (4) Neither agree Nor Disagree (3) Disagree.(2) 
I-sickness of one or two household members 
2 )oor (lower) market )rices 
3-lack of transportation to reach markets 
4- others (specify] 

5 - If others, please mentI on __________ _ 

. 0.36. If increa5ed, vltat are th e reasons? (State y .... ur degree of agreement.) 
Factors Level of Degrees of a 'reemellt 

Strone ly aeree (5 Aeree (4 Neither agree Nor Disau.ree (3) Disaeree 2 
I access to markets 
2-= good agricul tural market 
3 ' eet additional ·ob 
4 found from relatives 
5- undertake new business 
6 expand existing enterprise 

7 - If othe rs, p lease mentIon --,-----,-----0----;:--:-
Q.37. What is your average estimated expenditure fo r the last 12 months? 
(W rite the responses on the space provided): (Q.38 - 43) 
Expenditure brellkdowlls 
Q.38. School Expenses Birr 
Q.39. Medica l Expenses Birr 
Q.40. Ceremoni al Expenses (wedd ing, dowry, funera l, etc) ______ Birr 
Q.41 . C lothing expenses Birr 
Q.42. Purchase o f househo ld durabl es goods -,-___ Birr 
Q.43 . Purchase of house Imain tenanccl expansion ______ Birr 
Q.44. You r dai ly source of food consumption is: 

Stromdv disagree 

Stronu. ly disaJlree ( I) 

I = purchasing from the market 2 = use from my own agri culture 3 = if ot hers specify _____ _ 

Factors 

Q.45 . 

Q.46. 
Q.47. 

Q.48. 

I f yo ur answer is "1" fo r Q. 44 , give some estimates of percentage. 
1= substanti:..: «50% of my income is spe· : on food purchasing) 
2= much (>50% of my income is spent on food pu rchasing). 
Your househo ld's tota l food expendi ture per mon th is est imated to be ____ Birr. 
Did your househo ld face any food shortage over the last 12 months? 

Yes = 1 (Go to th e nex t section ). No = 2 
Ir yes for Q.47 indicate your degree of agreement from strongly ag ree to st rongly disagree about the strategies yO ll 
ado pted (0 minim ize tb e impact o f food shortage YOU came across 

Le l'el of Degrees of agreemellt 

I ) 

Strongly ag"e (5) Agree (4) Neither agree Nor Disagree (3) Disagree (2) Strongly disagree (I) 
1- cut down the number of meals 
2 cut down the amount of food for each meal 
3= borrowed from relatives 
4 looked for paid work 
5= looked for food aid 
6- begging 
7 migration to urban areas 
8 -take loan from traditional money lenders 
1) - used the program loan for consumption 
I 0- selling of livestock 
11 - se ll ofhousehoJd durablcs 
12- sending ch ildren to labor market 
IJ se lling of wood, charcoal, animal dung 

14- lfothe rs(: : eclfy) ______ _ 
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C/ Savillgs 

Q.49. Do yo u save? 

Q.50. 

Q.5 \. 
Q.52. 
Q.53. 

Q.54. 

Q.55 . 

Q.56. 

0.57. 

Yes = 1 No = 2 
(J f yes, please answer question 50 to 55) 
If"yes" for (~.49 the types of your saving!': are? 
1= compul so ry 3= both compulsory and voluntary 
2= vo lun tary 4= others (specify) ---------:::c,---c--
What was the amount of yo ur first saving? Compulso ry _________ Birr and vol untary ____ Birr 
What is the amount of your cu rrent savi ng? Compulso ry Birr and vo luntary ____ Birr. 

You r source(s) of money fo r saving is (are): (Ci rcle one or more) 
1= from the business (profit financed by the loan) 3= income from other source than loan employment 
2= bo rrowed from friends Imoney lenders! relatives 4= others (specify) ____________ _ 
Where do yo u save? (Circle one or more) 
1= at OCSSCO account 5= in the form of live stock Idurab les 
2= eq uib 6= lending to others wi th higher interes t 
3= at home 7= in the fonna l Bank 
4= with frie nds Irel atives 8= o thers (specify) __ -;-_-;--.,. ___ -;-_ 
Have you Iyour household member faced any d iffi culty for compulsory Ivoluntary savings fo r the last 12 months? 

Yes = 1 No = 2 
If yes, what did yo u do to so lve the problem you faced 

1= Sold household assets 4= I did not save for the last 12 months 
2= bo rrowed from famili es Ifriends 5= others (spec ify) __________ _ 
3= borrowed from local money lenders 
For what purposes do yo u save? (Show your degree of agreement from strong ly agree to strongly disagree) 
Factors Lel'e/ of Degrees of agreemem 

Strongl y agree 5 A 'ree 4 Neither (lgree Nor Disa ' ree J Disa 'ree 2 Stron >l y di s a"n.:~· \ 
1- loan repayment 
2- to undertake a new business 
3- for safety l)uJ1)ose from then or damage) 
4- old a 'e use 
5- ceremonial services (wedding, holidays) 
0" to cam interest 
7- to buy anima ls and basic items (clothing, food etc) 

8- o lhers (speCIfy) _____________ _ 

d) H ouse H old Assets 
\. Q.58 Q.59 0·60 
No. Asset type How many of these items do the househo ld own? Were the assets acquired during its estimated curT( 

the last 12 months? market value (in B, 

Before loan A fter loan 
1 = yes, 2 = No is 

1 tables Icha irs 
2 rad io Itape 

3 ox I cow 
4 beds 
5 stove -
6 goat /sheep 
7 Donkey Ihorse 
8 Spades 
9 ani mal lhand cart 
10 Chickens 

II. Others specIfy -,-_-,-..,-,-:-_,--
Q.61 , Docs the househo ld have land of its own? 

Yes:: I No =2 
Q.62. If "yes" for question 61 above its amo unt is 

1=< lIz ofa hectare 2= > 1/ 2 of a hectare3= exactly lIz of a hectare 
Q.63. How many oxen do the household have? 

1= a ile 2= two 3= more than two 4= have no oxen 
Q.64 . If "no oxen" (or have onl y one Ox), how does the household get it s land prepared? 

1= rents oxen for cash Iproduce share 4= hand d igg ing 
2= oxen sharing (exchange) arrangement 5= gets oxen from relatives 
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3= rent out lund 6= others (specify) ______ _ 

PART IV. Empowermeut 
a) Gel/ eral 

Q.65 . Have yo u been e lected in any orthc fo llowing after be ing the c li ent ofOCSSCo? (Give yes or no for each choice). 
a) In committee Ico uncil ? Yes = I, Ko = 2 
b) In yo uth association? Yes = I, No = 2 
c) In women assoc iation? Yes = I, No = 2 
d) In farmer's assoc iation? Yes = I, No = 2 
e) In cooperat ive 'association'? Yes = I , No = 2 
f) Other (spec ify)? __________ _ 

b. Accel's I.J all ' colltrol o/resources 
i. For q uestion 67-71, 77, 78, 82, 85,88, 89 and 90 please show your degree of agreement from strongly 

agree to st rongly disagree. 
ii . C irc le th e responses for the multiple-choice questions. 

iii. Write the responses on the space prov ided fo r the rest. 

Q.66. Is th ere an y difference in decision making on the reso urces yOll have befo re and after you became th e clients of 
OCSSCo' (Circle I or 2) 

1= Yes 2=No 
Q.67. If your response is "yes" for question 66 the changes. (S how your degree of agreement about the cha~e.§) 

Factors Level of De/:rees of fl/:reem eut 
Strongly Agree Neither agree Nor Disagree S(rongly d isagn 
agree (5) (4) Disagree (3) (2) (I) 

1- increased positive attitude of the spouse 
2- increased parti cipatio n in major house hold affa ir 

dec isions 
3- decreased Quarrel an d con frontati on 
4- increased respect by spouses 
5= increased se lf image in the society 
6- increased Quarrel 

7- others, speclfy _______ _ 

Q.68. If your response is "no" for question 66 the reasons of no change are; 
Factors Level of Degrees of (/!!reemelll 

Strongly Agree (4) Neither agree Nor Disagree (2) Strongly disagl 
agree (5) Disagree (l) (t) 

1- cultural infiuence 
2 husband in nuence 
J- lack of change of sel f image 

4 tl f ) - 0 lers specl y 
0 .69 Who really use the loan taken? (S how your degree of agreement) 

Factors Level of Degrees of agreemellt 
Strongly Agree (4) Neither agree Nor Disagree (2) Strongly disagr 
agree -(5) Disagree (J) ttl 

1- on ly husband 
2 most ly husband 
J- husband and wife equally use 
4 mostly wife 
5- only wife 

Q. 70. Who co ntro ls the loan you are provided? (Show your degree o r ao rcement) 
Factors Lewl of Degrees of agreemelll 

Strongly agree 5 Agree 4' Neither agree Nor Disagree 3) Disagree (2 Strongly disa 'rl:e \ 
I-Imyself 
2 - my husband only 
3 I and my husband 
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0 .71. Who se lls the oroducts? (Express your degree vf a_greement.) 
Factors Level of Def,!rees of Uf.! reemell l 

Strongly agree (5) Ageee (4) Neither agree Nor Di sagree (3) Disai'!rcc 2) Sl rom.dv di s<lon:c ([) 
I husban d only 
2- mostly husband 
3"" husband and wife eq ually 
4- mostly wife 
5- o,!ly wife 

Q.72. Who determine the allocatIon orthe loan you are prov ided? 
J= I my se lf 2= the provider 3= the committee 

Q.71. Does the household hire labor for herding? 
Yes = I No =2 

c. Access to educatioll alltl Mellicillfacilities 
Q .74. How many children in your househo ld are between Ihe ages aJ 5- 18? b/ less than 5 yrs 
Q.75 . How many o f th ese children are curren tl y attending schoo l? :-c-----::---;;------
Q.76. Is the number of yo ur fami ly members attendi ng schoo l for Ihe last 3 years? 

1= increased? 2= decreased? 3= remained the same? 
Q.77 If increased, why? (Show you r degree of agreement) 

Factors Lel'el of Degrees o(al!reemellt 
Strongl y Agree (4) Neither agree No, Disagree (2) Strongl y Jisagl 
ag'ee (5) D;"g,ee (3) (I) 

1- access 10 new schools bui lt in the area 
2'" income im lrovelllent in the household 
J= increase ;" tbe aware ness of household members tow;!rds 

education 
4- others (speCIfy) __________ _ 

Q.78. If decreased why? (Show yo ur degree of agreemen t) 
Factors Lel1el of Del!rees of Ql!reemellt 

Strongly Agree (4) Neither agree Nor Disagree (2) Strongly 
agceelS) D;"gcee (3) disagree II ) 

1- lack of income for tu ition fcc 
2 lack of access 10 sc hool in the area even if my income is 

im lroved 
J- Lack of interest 10 attend school 
4- lack of spare time for education, since the household members 

arc engaged in business or non business activities 
5- Completing the schoo l 

6- others (speCify) __________ _ 

Q.79. Is there any event in wh ic h one or more o f yo ur ho useho ld members needed med ical treatment fo r the last six months? 
Yes= 1 No= 2 

Q.80. [f yes for Q 79 where did th e household get the money to pay for the medical expenses? 
1= borrowed (rom friends 3= .. ale of assets 5= others (speci fy) ___ _ 
2= used from the loan 4= used fro m business profit 

Q.8 1. Has yo ur access to medical faci lit ies for the last 12 months? 
\= increased? 3= stayed the same? 5, others specify_ 
2= decreased? 4= don'\ know 

Q.82. I r increased for Q.8 1 show your degree of agreement about the reasons you think fo r the increments from strongly agree 
to strongly di sagree . 

Factors Level of Def.!rees of af.!reemell t 

Strong ly Agree Neither agree No, Disagree St rongly di sagr, 
agree (5) (4) O;sag,ee (1) (2) ( I ) 

1- increased access to loans and improved income 
2- borrowed from loca l money lende rs 
3= sa le of household assets 
4- bcltcr local treatment from the govern ment 

5- o thers (speCi fy) _________ _ 

Q.81. If decreased fo r Q.8 1 what are th e reasons? 
I = s hort age of money 2= there was no prob lem 3= oth ers (specify) __________ _ 

Q.84. Have yOll ever got famil y planning serv ices? 
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Q.85. 
1 = Yes 2 = No 
If "no" for Q.8 1 
d'd ' " '1 

indicate yo ur degree of agreemen t from strong ly agree to strongly di sagree the major reasons that yOll 

I I n I gel amlly planmng serv ices. 

Factors Level of DeJ!rees of aJ!reemel1l 
Strongly Agree Neither agree Nor Disagree Strongly d isagn 
agree (5) (4) Disagree (3) (2) ( I ) 

1- shortage of moncy 
2 di stances of hea lth servic.::: eel :er 
3- hushand influence 
4- lack of awareness 

5 olhers (spec lfy), ______ _ 

Q.86. Who determine about yo ur famil y planning? 
\ = both wife and husband equally 3= \V ife only 
2= husband on ly 4= others (Specify) ______ _ 

(/. Some ;m/icalors of quality life (Circle olle of lite [ollowillg) 

Q.87. Do you think that the micro finan ce loan you received brought any positive change on your and your fami lies? 
!=Ycs 2= 00 

. Q.88. If your response is "J" for Question 87. Specify its degree of changes 
Factors Level of Def!rees of llf!reemel1( 

Strongly Agree Neither agree Nor Disagree Strongly di sugr, 
agree (5) (4) Disagree (3) (2) ( I ) 

I - Too much improved life 
2 - Medium improved li fe 
3 - littl e improved life 

Q.89. If you r ro.!spo .. se for Question 87 is "yes" ~ ~ci fy the degree of your agreement from strongly agree to strong ly disagree 
about the changes. 

Fllctors Level of Def!rees of llf!l'eemell( 
Strongly Agree Neither agree Nor Disagree Strongly d isagr, 
agree -(5) (4) Disagree (3) (2) ( II 

I income increased 
2- education enrollmen t increased 
3- health services improved 
4 self image improvement 
5- improved ab ility ofpurchasillg school materi als 
6- access to pure water improved 
7 improvement in li ving house 
8- improved house hold assets 

9 others (specify) _ ______ _ 

0.90. Ifygur response for question 87 above is "no" what arc the major reaSons you think (degree of agreement) 
Fllctors Level of Def!rees of (If!reClIlel1/ 

Strongly Agree Ne ither agree Nor Disagree Strongly di <;a:;r, 
agree (5) (4) Disaoree (3) (2) ( I ) -

1- lack of market 
2- lack of experience Ikno\, ' ~dge how 10 manage the 

business --
3 insignificance of the loan 
4- improper use of the loan 
5- Due to high consumption 
6 husband intervention 
7- damage of the investment 

8- 01 hers (Speclfy) ____ ,----,:--:---::-c 
Q.91. What is your access to water services after loan? 1- improved 2= not improved 
Q.92 . What is the water qua lity you use after loan? 1 = improved 2= not improved 
Q.93. ff improved for Q.9 1 the type of watcr yo u use is: 

1 = pump water 2= ground water 3= others .,---,-_ _ -, __ _ 
Q.94. The status of sanitat ion after loan is: 1= improved 2= not improved 
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Q.95. The type of house you live in aner loan is? 
1= the same as before 2= Thin cover 3~ Others (specify) ______ _ 

Q.96. What is your future plan in re lation to micro enterpri se? 
1= maintain the ex isting business 3= divert my business 5 = J don't know 
2= expand th e existing business 4 = stop the exist ing business 

PART V. l nstitutiona l eva luat ion 

Q.97. What are your perceptions about the serv ices that the OCSSCo provides? (show the responses by ( ~) mark .) 

Rate 
M FI services Excelient (5) Very good (4) Satisfactory (3) Fa il' (2) Poor (I) 

Interest rate 
Loan size 
Loan time 
Grace period 
Repayment period 
Group guarantee 

GrouP solidaritv 

PART VI. Concl uding Rema r ks Icomments 
Q.98. Do you ha ve any comment regard ing the micro Ilnance services in which you are involved? If yes, please mention the 

necessary improvements you wi sh as much as you can _______________________ _ 

Other Comments _____________________________________ _ 

Tha nk you ! 
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Addis Ababa University Faculty of Business.and Economics 
Regional u Hf/ocal Del,e/opmeltt StlUlies (RLDS) 

Code B 

This questionnaire consists of two parts : Organizat ional background and its services. Therefore, the questions are answered by th e 
stafTmcmbers of the organization including the managers . 

I. Organizational background 
I. Name of the organization: Oromia Credit Savings and Share Company (OCSSCo) 
2. Yearofestablishmcnt: _ __ und Trans formed to OCSSCO ___ _ 
3. Number of staff members: ,-,-_---,-,---____ _ 
4. Educational background orthe staff 

a. Certificate and less _______ _ 
b. Diploma __________ _ 
c. BA degree __ ---,---;-_ _______ _ 
d. Masters degree and above' ________ _ 

5. Current organizational capital __________ _ 
6. Number of: 

a. Branches ;--_ ____________ _ 
b. Sub-branches ____________ _ 

7. Current total number of cli ents by sex; Mal';: _ _____ Female _ ___ Total ____ _ 
8. Amount of loan disbursed as of June 2004/05 ____________ _ 

9. What are your micro finance institution ' s major objectives? _____________________ _ 

10. Have you ever evaluate the effectiveness of your micro finance services? 
Yes D No D . 

a. If "yes" for question ' I 0' above how did you get its result with your intended objecti ves"J __ -'P"I"ea"'s"e'---_-""TI"e!lnt!lio"-,u' 
some of the reasons why you did not eva luate. 

b. If"no" ________________________________ _ 

II. How do you evaluate the satisfaction level of your c lients with your services? If so , at what frequenc y? Whut is th e OLlt 
come? 

12. What are yOuI' major sources of income? _ ________ ____________________ _ 

13. How do you see the sustainability of your services? 

a/ What is your repayment rate? In general and that of Ade'a in particular. ________________ _ 

bl What is the amount of outstanding loan in general? What about Ade'a? ______ __________ _ 

14. What are the major causes that contribute for women to be poor in the area? ____ ___________ _ 

15. How do you identify the potentia l defaulters before loan pro vision? __________________ _ 

16. Did you face any constraints in providing the loan? if "yes" p lease mention some th em . ___________ _ 

17. Do the clients pay th eir loan on time? a) yes b) no 
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18. What is the default rate in genera l? _______________________________ _ 

19. What are the major causes for the default? ____________________________ _ 

20. Do YO ll think that the loan you provided improved the lives ofpaar wamen? 
yes D No D 

a. If tile above response is "yes" pl( .se mention some of the improvements, _____________ _ 

b. What are the major reasons far the improvements ofwamen clients? _______________ _ 

c. If your response is "na" for question" 19" please list some of the possible major reasons. _______ _ 

2 1. What cri terias your institu tion use to identify and select the clients? __________________ _ 

22. What is yo ur future plan in re lat ion 10 this micro finance service provisions _______________ _ 

23. What are you r major problems as a service provider? ___________ _____________ _ 

24. Do you have any comment about you r organization 's operation and performance? _____________ _ 

~. 
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Add is Ababa Un iversity Faculty of Business and Economics 
Regional and loca l Development Stud ies (RLDS) 

CodeC 

Check lists for focus gro up d iscussions and key informants. 
I. How the we ll being of women in your area? (i n tenns of education, health service, income earning and contro l over 

resources)? _____________________________________ _ 

2. What are the main reasons that highl y contribute women to be poor? ________________ _ 

3. Do yo u beli eve that the real poor women got access to credit services? ________________ _ 

4. How do you fee l the changes (posi ti ve or negative) that appeared on wo men after they are provided with loan? (In 
terms of decis ion making on household resources, partic ipation in socia-economic and po li tical affai rs, avai labi lity 
of d rinki ng water, mills, house san itation, health care includ ing family planning, quality of house and other 
infras tructure services) ___ ___ ___________ ________________ _ 

5. Whal are the main constraints in relat ion 10 credit provis ion? ___________________ _ 

6. What should be done to maximize the benefits of women from the prov ided financia l serv ices? _______ _ 
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Defillitioll of Key Terms 

Defining basic, c\'ncepts and key terms such as empowerment, household(s), impact, micro-credit 

micro finance, poverty, and vulnerability is very crucial before dealing with the theoretical part of 

this study. 

Empowermen t: 

The term empowerment has multi definitions. According to World Bank, Empowerment is the 

process of enhancing an individual 's or group's capacity to make choices and transfonn those 

choices into desired actions and outcomes (World Bank, 2005). It can be economic, social, and 

personal empowerments. 

Women economic empowennent comprises their access and control of assets wllile their social 

empowelment includes women experiences and their greater role in their decision-making, and 

their status in their families and communities, where as, personal empowerment focuses on the 

way women sense their self-esteem as ~ result of their experience in business ownership (Tsehay 

and Mengistu, 2002, and Tesfay, 2003). 

Household(s): 

A person or group of persons irrespective of whether related or not, who normally live together in 

the same housing unit or group of housing who have common cooking arrangements (MoFED, 

2002). 

Impact: 

Measuring impact of a given program means identifying it's observed or stated changes. It is 

believed that, changes are occurred with program palticipation. This does not imply that, always 

change is OCCUlTed only in program participations; rather it increases the probability that change 

will occur du~ (.' program participatio'ls (Rossi and Freeman, 1989 cited in Tesfay, 2003:22). 

Therefore, an impact assessment ought to consider intervening factors such as age, gender, and 

skill and training, household composition and other related factors. 

Micro-credit: 

As Rahman (1998; cited in Tesfay, 2003:2 1) reveals, micro-credit can be defined as extension of 

small amount of collateral-free institutional loan (a maximum of birr 5000 in Etlliopia) to jointly 

li ab le poor group members for their self-employment and income generation. It may not include 

other services such as saving, insurance, payment services etc. 
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Micro finance: 

Micro finance is the provision of small-scale fi nancial services to those low-income clients who 

have no access to financial services by the fomlal secto r (L idgerwood, 1999 and Robinson, 

200 1). Micro finance services (MFs) are one of the methods that have significant contribution in 

poverty all eviation activities. Its concept is referred to as a small-scale financial serv ice that 

rendered to tre I 'lor in both urban and rural areas. It includes savings and teclmical assistance, 

collateral free credit; insurance to the poor and addressing thi s issues relating to poverty and 

unemployment (Sheta, 1999: 129). 

Poverty: 

It is difficult to answer questions such as what the precise definition of poverty is, how to 

measure it and who constitute the poor. Some defines poverty in terms of material such as 

income while others define it in terms of welbeing. Measuring poverty in terms of material needs 

focuses on consumption. For this particular study, poverty can be defined in terms of household' s 

socio-economic deprivations, particularly income (Tesfay, 2003). 

Vulnerability: 

Vulnerability is another crucial concept that related and even caused by poverty and is more 

challenging to measure. It indicates the Jegree of susceptib ility of poor people to easy threatening 

or insecurity of any improvements in livelihood. Vulnerability is about the capability to deal with 

contingenc ies and to cope with changes (Chambers, 1989 cited in Tesfay, 2003). 
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AdCSI

AIMS

BGSC

CBOs

CSA

DeCSC

FGDs

LDCs 

MF 

MFIs

MoFED

NGOs

OCSSCo

ORB FED-

Acronyms 

Addis Credit Saving Share Institution 

Assessment of Impact of Micro finance 

Busa Gonofa Saving Company 

Community Based Organizations 

Central Statistical Authority 

Dedebit Credit and Saving Company 

Focus Group Discussions 

Less Developed Countries 

Micro finance 

Micro finance Institutions 

Ministry of Finance and Economic Development 

Non Government Organizations 

Oromia Credit and saving share Company 

Oromia Regional Bureau of Finance and Development 
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